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We study the containment problem for UC2RPQ, that is, two-way Regular Path Queries, closed
under conjunction, projection and union. We show a dichotomy property between PSpace-c and
ExpSpace-c based on a property on the underlying graph of queries. We show that for any class
C of graphs, the containment problem for queries whose underlying graph is in C is in PSpace if
and only if C has bounded bridgewidth. Bridgewidth is a graph measure we introduce to this end,
defined as the maximum size of a minimal edge separator of a graph.
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1 Introduction
Graph databases is a prominent area of study within database theory, in which the use of
recursive queries is crucial [4, 2]. A graph database is a finite edge-labeled directed graph.
The most basic navigational querying mechanism for graph databases corresponds to the class
of regular path queries (RPQs), which test whether two nodes of the graph are connected
by a path whose label belongs to a given regular language. RPQs are often extended with
the ability to traverse edges in both directions, giving rise to the class of two-way RPQs, or
2RPQs [9]. For example, an regular expression like (a+ a−)∗ states that there is a path that
can traverse a-labelled edges either in the forward or reverse direction. The core of the most
popular recursive query languages for graph databases is defined by conjunctive 2RPQs, or
C2RPQs, which are the closure of 2RPQs under conjunction and existential quantifications
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Here γ is a unary formula that outputs all vertices vx of the graph database from which there
is an a labelled path to some vertex vy contained in some undirected a-cycle, and so that
there is a directed b-path from vy to vx. Note that the query can also be depicted as a graph
(on the right), edge-labelled with languages and with some highlighted vertices representing
free (output) variables. We also consider unions of C2RPQs, or UC2RPQs.
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The containment problem is arguably the most basic static analysis problem on monotone
query languages. In our case it is the problem of, given two UC2RPQ γ, γ′, whether
γ(G) ⊆ γ′(G) for all graph databases G.
The “four Italians” [7] have long ago shown that the containment problem for UC2RPQ
is decidable, ExpSpace-complete (in particular generalizing a prior ExpSpace upper bound
for CRPQ [11]). On the other hand, Barceló et al. [6] have shown that on the class A of
acyclic multi-graphs1, there is a measure of “width” so that for every acyclic class C ⊆ A of
bounded width, the containment problem on UC2RPQ whose underlying graph is in C is in
PSpace.
Contribution. Here we lift their notion of width to arbitrary multi-graphs. We call our
measure “bridgewidth” and we obtain that for every class C of multi-graphs:
If C has bounded bridgewidth, the containment problem for UC2RPQ whose underlying
graph is in C is in PSpace;
If C has unbounded bridgewidth, the containment problem for UC2RPQ whose underlying
graph is in C is ExpSpace-complete.
Further, the lower bound hold also if we replace UC2RPQ with CRPQ or even with Boolean
CRPQ, and the upper bounds hold also if we allow any arbitrary UC2RPQ in the left-hand
side of the containment problem.
But what is bridgewidth? It is a rather intuitive measure of graphs. A bridge is a
minimal edge separator, that is, a minimal set of edges whose removal increases the number
of connected components of the graph. The bridgewidth of a graph is the maximum size of a
bridge therein. As it turns out, on the class of acyclic graphs A , bridgewidth and [6]’s width
measure coincide.
Another related static analysis problem is the boundedness problem (i.e., whether a
UC2RPQ is equivalent to one whose languages are all finite). We have recently shown
that, similarly to the containment problem, this problem is ExpSpace-complete and that
on acyclic UCRPQ queries of bounded width it is in PSpace [5]. We conjecture that an
adaptation of bridgewidth may also characterize the complexity for this problem for UCRPQ
(see Section 7).
Organization. We start with necessary basic definitions of graphs, bridges, graph databases,
automata, and UC2RPQ in Section 2, and we formally state the main result in Section 3.
Section 4 contains some technical lemmas needed for the upper bound algorithm. Finally,
Sections 5 and 6 spell out the details of the upper and lower bounds of the main theorem,
respectively. We conclude with some remarks in Section 7.
2 Preliminaries
Graphs
Amulti-graphM = (V,E, η) is a finite set of vertices V and edges E together with a function
η : E → V ×V associating each edge with the source and target vertices. For convenience we
will sometimes use η1(e) and η2(e) to denote the vertex in the first and second components
of η(e). For economy, we will henceforth write “graph” to denote a multi-graph. For any set
1 In this context, by acyclic we mean any directed multi-graph such that every cycle of its underlying
undirected simple graph is a self-loop.
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of edges E′ ⊆ E and set of vertices V ′ ⊆ V , we write E′[V ′] to denote the set of all edges of
E′ incident to V ′, that is E′[V ′] = {e ∈ E′ : ηi(e) ∈ V ′ for some i ∈ {1, 2}}; for a vertex
v ∈ V , we write E′[v] as short for E′[{v}]. A connected component of M is a non-empty
minimal set of vertices V ′ ⊆ V so that η(e) ∈ (V ′×V ′) ∪˙((V \V ′)× (V \V ′)) for every e ∈ E.
A graph is connected if it has only one connected component. Henceforward, whenever we
write “minimal” it is with respect to set-containment. An isomorphism between graphs
M = (V,E, η) and M ′ = (V ′, E′, η′), noted M ∼= M ′, is a pair of bijections νV : V → V ′
and νE : E → E′ such that η(e) = (u, v) if and only if η′(νE(e)) = (νV (u), νV (v)). We
will henceforth always work modulo graph isomorphism. Given a set W ⊆ V , the graph
induced by W , written M |W , is 〈W, {e ∈ E : η(e) ∈W ×W}, {e 7→ η(e) : η(e) ∈W ×W}〉.
Similarly, for E′ ⊆ E, M |E′ = 〈V,E′, {e 7→ η(e) : e ∈ E′}〉. Given an equivalence relation
∼ ⊆ V ×V , the quotient graph M/∼ is defined as (V ′, E, η′) where V ′ has one vertex [v]∼
for every ∼ equivalence class, and η′(e) = ([v]∼, [v′]∼) for every e ∈ E such that η(e) = (v, v′).
Bridges
A bridge (a.k.a. minimal edge separator) of a graph M is a minimal set B ⊆ E of edges
(minimal in the sense of set-containment) whose deletion induces an increase on the number


























bridge of size 4
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(not a separator)
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Figure 1 Examples of bridges.
maximum size of a bridge of M , or 0 if M has no edges. The bridgewidth of a class of graphs
C , which we write bw(C ), is defined as supM∈C bw(M). If bw(C ) <∞, we say that C has
bounded bridgewidth; otherwise, it has unbounded bridgewidth.
Two-way alternating automata
The upper bound algorithm makes use of automata, we give here our sui generis definition
of 2AFA: a simplified weaker version of the usual 2AFA which fulfills our needs. A 2-
way alternating finite state automaton (2AFA) is a tuple A = 〈A, Q, I, F, δ〉 where
A is a finite alphabet of letters; Q is a finite set of states; I, F ⊆ Q are sets of initial
and final states respectively; and δ : Q → B∨(B∧({+1,−1} × A × Q)) is the transition
function, where B∨(B∧(X)) stands for a disjunction of conjunction of elements from X
(e.g., “(+1, a, q) ∨ ((+1, a, p) ∧ (−1, b, p)) ∨ (−1, a, p)”). A non-deterministic two-way
finite automaton (2NFA) is a 2AFA that has no conjunctions “ ∧” in δ, that is, δ : Q→
B∨({+1,−1}×A×Q). If further δ has no “−1” elements (i.e., if δ : Q→ B∨({+1}×A×Q)),
it is a non-deterministic finite automaton (NFA). An run from position i on a word
w ∈ A∗ (where 0 ≤ i ≤ |w|) is a finite non-empty tree whose vertices are labelled by elements
from {0, . . . , |w|} ×Q such that the root is labeled by some element from {i} × I, and for
every vertex x labelled (j, q) there is a disjunct of δ(q) such that for every conjunct (n, a, p)
ICDT 2020
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thereof we have: (i) 0 ≤ j + n ≤ |w|, (ii) (n, a) ∈ {(+1, w[j + 1]), (−1, w[j])}, and (iii) there
is a child of x labelled (j +n, p). If the automaton is an NFA, note that the run has only one
leaf (j, qf ), in which case we say that the run starts at position i and ends at position j. A
run is accepting if every leaf is labeled by an element from {|w|}×F . In the sequel it will be
convenient to use these automata as unary querying devices on finite words; that is, for any
given word w ∈ A∗, the evaluation A(w) of the automaton on the word, outputs the set of
positions A(w) ⊆ {0, . . . , |w|} of w from which there is an accepting run. The language of
A is the set of all words w such that 0 ∈ A(w). For a word w, we will write w ∈ A to denote
that w is in the language recognized by A. For any given δ : Q→ B∨(B∧({+1,−1}×A×Q))
and I, F ⊆ Q we denote by δ[I, F ] the 2AFA having I and F as initial and final state sets
and δ as transition function (the alphabet and statespace being implicit).
Oftentimes 2-way automata are defined to have also “word delimiters”, in order to
recognize when we are at the leftmost or rightmost position of the word. We do not need
this feature in our construction (and its absence simplifies, albeit slightly, some definitions);
we therefore prefer to leave the definition as simple as possible.
Graph databases and UC2RPQ
A graph database is an edge-labelled finite graph, where labels come from some fix, finite
alphabet A. Formally, a graph database over an alphabet A (henceforth graph db)
G = 〈V,E, η, λ〉 is a graph 〈V,E, η〉 equipped with a function λ : E → A.
We work with query languages that can traverse edges in both directions: in the direction
of the edge as represented in the graph db (i.e., in the forward direction), or in the opposite
direction (i.e., in the reverse direction). Given a finite alphabet A we represent the instruction
of traversing an a-labelled edge in the forward direction by reading the letter a ∈ A, and the
instruction of traversing an a-labelled edge in the reverse direction by reading a−. Hence,
let A− be the set of all letters a− where a ∈ A, and let A± be A ∪˙A−. For every a ∈ A,
let (a−)¬ = a and a¬ = a−. A C2RPQ is the closure under conjunction and existential
quantification of 2RPQ queries, which are of the form L(x, y) where L is any regular language
over A± and x, y are free variables ranging over vertices of graph databases. Here, we prefer
to define C2RPQ directly in a graph form. Let us first define informally what a C2RPQ is –
we will later deal with all boring details. A C2RPQ γ is a graph whose edges are labelled
with regular languages over A±, equipped with a vector of “output” vertices. An expansion
of a C2RPQ is the result of replacing every edge from x to y labelled by L with a path
corresponding to some word w ∈ L, respecting the directions imposed by the alphabet A±.
As a result, we obtain a graph db and a vector of vertices. For example if w = a · b− · b, then
the path looks like x a−→ • b←− • b−→ y; and if w = ε then the path is empty, and it forces the
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Figure 2 A C2RPQ (left) and three possible expansions. Highlighted vertices are output vertices.
D. Figueira 9:5
essentially a Conjunctive Query (CQ). A tuple of vertices of a graph db G is in the output
γ(G) of a UC2RPQ γ evaluated at G iff it is in the output Q(G) of the CQ Q corresponding
to some expansion of γ.
Formal details follow. A C2RPQ over the alphabet A is represented as
γ = 〈V,E, η,Q, δ, I, F, o¯〉
where
(i) 〈V,E, η〉 is a graph,
(ii) Q is a finite set of states,
(iii) δ : Q→ B∨({+1} × A± ×Q) is the transition relation of an NFA over A±,
(iv) I, F : E → 2Q are functions indicating the set of initial and final state for each edge,
and
(v) o¯ is a (possibly null-ary) vector over V , called the output vector.
We henceforth write ∅¯ to denote the null-ary vector. We often write γ(o¯), whenever o¯ 6= ∅¯, to
make explicit the output vector of γ. If o¯ = ∅¯, we say that γ is a Boolean C2RPQ. The
arity of γ is the dimension of o¯ (hence, 0 if o¯ = ∅¯). The underlying graph of γ is 〈V,E, η〉.
We denote by |γ| the size of any reasonable representation of γ.
For an equivalence relation ∼ ⊆ V × V , the quotient (G, o¯)/ ∼ of a C2RPQ is defined as
for graphs, that is, the result of replacing every vertex v by a representative element [v]∼
from its equivalence class.
For every word w ∈ (A±)∗ of length n, let w[i] denote its i-th letter. The graph db
associated to w contains n+ 1 distinct vertices v0, . . . , vn and n edges e1, . . . , en so that for
every i: if w[i] ∈ A, then λ(ei) = w[i] and η(ei) = (vi−1, vi); if w[i] ∈ A−, then λ(ei) = (w[i])¬
and η(ei) = (vi, vi−1). We call this graph db the semipath for the word w that starts in
v0 and ends in vn. We will also refer to the i-th vertex of the semipath for w to denote
the vertex vi. Note that if w = ε then v0 = vn, and in this case we say that the semipath is
empty. By δ~
~
we denote transition function of a 2-way NFA having Q as statespace, defined
as q 7→ ∨{(+1, α, q′), (−1, α¬, q′) : (+1, α, q′) in δ(q)}. The intuition is that δ~ ~“implements”
the notion that by reading a− we traverse a-edges in the reverse direction. More concretely,
for a semipath Gw for w ∈ (A±)∗, consider Pw the graph db obtained by adding to Gw an
edge labelled a− from u to v for every edge labelled a from v to u. Observe then that a run of
δ~
~
between states p and q on w corresponds to a run of δ between p and q on a directed path
of Pw, and vice-versa. A semipath for an edge e of a C2RPQ as above is any non-empty
semipath for a word w ∈ δ[I(e), F (e)] which starts in η1(e) and ends in η2(e) (note that, in
particular, w 6= ε and η1(e) 6= η2(e)).
(X , x¯) is an expansion of γ(o¯) (a.k.a. a canonical database for γ(o¯)) if X is a graph db
over A, x¯ is a vector of vertices of X of the same arity as o¯, and there exists a partition of E
into E0, E1(i.e., E = E0 ∪˙E1) so that
for each e ∈ E0, I(e) ∩ F (e) 6= ∅; and
for each e ∈ E1, there is a semipath pie for e,
and X is the union of all these semipaths, collapsing all pairs of vertices of E0. Formally,
(X , x¯) is defined as ((⋃e∈E1 pie), o¯)/ ∼, where ∼ is the equivalence relation induced by the
connected components of X|E0 .
A UC2RPQ is a finite union γ = γ1 ∪ · · · ∪ γn of C2RPQ with the same arity. The set
of expansions of γ is the union of the sets of expansions of the γi’s.
A vector v¯ of vertices of a graph db G is in the output γ(G) of UC2RPQ γ evaluated
on G iff there is some expansion (X , x¯) of γ and a homomorphism h : X → G such that
h(x¯) = v¯. If γ is Boolean, we say that it is true in G iff ∅¯ ∈ γ(G), that is, if there exists a
homomorphism X → G for some expansion X .
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The bridgewidth of a UC2RPQ is the maximum bridgewidth of its underlying graphs,
and the bridgewidth of a graph db is the bridgewidth of its underlying graph.
Containment problem for query fragments
Given two UC2RPQ γ1, γ2 we say that γ1 is contained in γ2 (and we note it γ1 ⊆ γ2) if
γ1 and γ2 have the same arity (possibly 0) and γ1(G) ⊆ γ2(G) for all graph databases G.
For any fragment F of UC2RPQ, the F-containment problem is the problem of deciding,
given γ1, γ2 ∈ F , whether γ1 ⊆ γ2. Given a class of graphs C , the query class CRPQ(C )
[resp. C2RPQ(C ), UC2RPQ(C )] is the set of all CRPQ [resp. C2RPQ, UC2RPQ] whose
underlying graph is in C .
3 Main result
Let us say that a class of graphs is non-trivial, if it contains at least one graph with at
least one edge. The main result is the following.
I Theorem 1 (containment dichotomy). For every non-trivial class C of graphs,
1. if C has bounded bridgewidth, the UC2RPQ(C )-containment problem is PSpace-complete;
2. if C has unbounded bridgewidth, the UC2RPQ(C )-containment problem is ExpSpace-
complete.
Further, the lower bounds hold also for the fragment of Boolean CRPQ(C ).
Proofs for lower and upper bounds build upon known results and techniques in the area.
Although technical details are somewhat lengthy, they do not bring original ideas other than
verifying that bridgewidth is the “right” notion for a dichotomy result. In particular, Barceló
et al. [6] have already shown the result for the restricted case where C is any class of “acyclic”
graphs (meaning that the only allowed cycles in the underlying undirected simple graphs are
self-loops). They use a notion of “width” which coincides with bridgewidth on this class of
graphs. The lifting of this result to bridgewidth is considerably more involved, but it follows
the same philosophy.
4 A bridge maintenance toolkit
We state here some properties of bridges and definitions which shall be of use in the next
section.
For a graph M = 〈V,E, η〉, we say that a set of edges S ⊆ E separates X ⊆ V and
Y ⊆ V if all elements of X ∪ Y are in the same connected component of M , and for every
x ∈ X and y ∈ Y , x and y are in different connected components of M |E\S . In this case we
say that S is a separator of X and Y ; and if it is minimal with respect to this property, we
say that it is a minimal separator. Observe that a set of edges is a bridge if and only if it
is a minimal separator of two singleton sets {x}, {y}. However, minimal separators need not
be bridges in general; for example, the rightmost picture in Figure 1 (page 3) is a minimal
separator of {¬,®,³} and {±,´,²}.
For a bridge B ⊆ E we say that X ⊆ V is a side of B if X 6= ∅ and there is a connected
component Y of M \ B such that X = {y ∈ Y : B[y] 6= ∅}. Note that there are exactly
two sides for each bridge, and every bridge separates its sides. For example, the bridge in
the leftmost picture of Figure 1 has {°,®,²} and {­,³} as sides. For some set of vertices































bridge separating X and V \X minimal separator of Y and V \ Y separator as union of bridges
v
Figure 3 Illustration for Lemma 5 (first two pictures) and Lemma 4 (last two pictures).
Bridgewidth can be also understood in terms of graph minors, as we show next. Given an
edge e ∈ E ofM = (V,E, η) with η(e) = (u, v) for some u 6= v, an e-edge contraction ofM
is the graph M ′ obtained by collapsing the endpoints of e. Formally, M ′ = (M |E\{e})/ ∼ for
∼ the finest equivalence relation such that u ∼ v (i.e., ∼ = {(z, z) : z ∈ V } ∪ {(u, v), (v, u)}).
A minor of M is any graph M ′ obtained from M by contracting edges and removing edges
and vertices. In particular, minors preserve boundedness of bridgewidth, so do subdivisions
and, as a consequence, so do expansions (since graphs corresponding to expansions are
subdivisions of minors).
I Lemma 2.
For every graph M and minor M ′ thereof, bw(M) ≥ bw(M ′).
For every UC2RPQ γ and expansion γˆ thereof, bw(γ) ≥ bw(γˆ).
Let us call Ek the class of graphs containing two distinct nodes u, v and k edges between
these nodes. That is, the set of all graphs M = ({u, v}, {e1, . . . , ek}, η) for any η such that
η(ei) ∈ {(u, v), (v, u)} for every i. Note that |Ek| = 2k (actually, there are just dn2 e many
graphs up to isomorphism). It is easy to see that the presence of some Ek minor witnesses a
bridge of size at least k and vice-versa (see first two pictures of Figure 1).
I Lemma 3. A graph M has bridgewidth at least k if and only if it contains some graph
from Ek as minor.
I Lemma 4. If S ⊆ E is a minimal separator of Y and V \Y in a graph M = (V,E, η) such
that M |Y is connected, then there is a partition {Yi}i∈I of V \ Y and a pairwise disjoint set
of bridges {Bi}i∈I , computable in polynomial time, so that⋃
i∈I Bi = S; and
Bi separates Yi and V \ Yi for every i ∈ I.
Proof. Let {Yi}i∈I be the partition of V \ Y in the connected components of M |V \Y . For
every i, let Bi ⊆ S be the set of edges between Y and Yi. It follows that every Bi is a bridge
separating Yi from V \ Yi, no edge can belong to two distinct Bi’s, and every edge of S is in
some Bi. See last two pictures of Figure 3 for an example. J
I Lemma 5. If B ⊆ E is a bridge of a graph (V,E, η) separating X and V \X, and v ∈ V \X
is a vertex incident to B (i.e., so that B[v] 6= ∅), then there is a (possibly empty) partition
{Xi}i∈I of V \ (X ∪ {v}) and a pairwise disjoint set of bridges {Bi}i∈I such that⋃
i∈I Bi = (B ∪ E[v]) \B[v]; and
Bi separates Xi and V \Xi for every i ∈ I.
Proof. Consider Y = X ∪ {v} and observe that M |Y is connected. Then apply the previous
Lemma 4 to the minimal separator S = (B ∪ E[v]) \ B[v] of Y and V \ Y . See first two
pictures of Figure 3. J
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I Lemma 6. For every graph M = (V,E, η) there is a vertex v ∈ V so that E[v] is a bridge.
Proof. Suppose wlog that M is connected. Observe that if there is a bridge separating X
and V \X and |V \X| = 1 we are done: the singleton set V \X yields the vertex v to choose.
Otherwise, we proceed by induction on the size of V \X. Take any bridge B separating
X from V \X, and take any v ∈ V \X incident to B. By Lemma 5, (B ∪ E[v]) \ B[v] is
a disjoint union of bridges. Take any such bridge B and observe that it separates X ′ and
V \X ′ for some X ′ ⊇ X ∪ {v}. Since |V \X ′| < |V \X|, we apply inductive hypothesis and
we conclude that there must be a vertex in V \X ′ verifying the property. J
I Lemma 7. Given a connected graph M and a partition X˜ ∪˙XL ∪˙XR of the set of vertices
therein, and given a bridge B of M separating X˜ and XL ∪˙XR; there is a partition {Xi}i∈I
of XL ∪˙XR and a set of bridges {Bi}i∈I of M , computable in polynomial time, such that
(i) every Bi separates Xi and V \Xi;
(ii) for every i there is Z ∈ {XL, XR} such that Bi contains only edges between Z and
V \ Z;
(iii) for every i, Bi ∩B[XL] = ∅ if and only if Bi ∩B[XR] 6= ∅;
(iv) for every e ∈ B, there is exactly one i ∈ I with e ∈ Bi.
Proof. Consider the partition {Yi}i∈J of XL ∪˙XR given by all the connected components
of M |XR and M |XL , and consider the set of sets of edges {Ei}i∈J where Ei is the set of
edges between Yi and V \ Yi. If follows that {Yi}i∈J and {Ei}i∈J satisfy all items above,
but some Ei’s may not be bridges. We show how to produce a partition into bridges from
this initial partition. If there is some Yi from which there is no edge to X˜ but there are
edges to Yi1 , . . . , Yi` , then remove all Yi, Yi1 , . . . , Yi` from the partition and replace them with
Y = Yi ∪ Yi1 ∪ · · · ∪ Yi` . Similarly, remove Ei, Ei1 , . . . , Ei` and add the set of edges between
Y and V \ Y . Note that this results in a strictly coarser partition of XL ∪˙XR which still
satisfies all items with respect to its associated set of sets of edges. Repeat this operation
until all sets of the partition have at least one edge to X˜. It follows that for each set Z of
the partition obtained, the edges between Z and V \ Z are a bridge B of M , and that the




Figure 4 We amalgamate connected components that do not have incident edges with X˜. We
end up with a partition whose every element induces a connected subgraph, and a bunch of bridges
between partition elements. Each of the ovals shows a bridge and the component that it separates.
Left bridges (in blue) use some edge from B[XL], and right bridges (red) use some edge from B[XR],
but notice that no bridges use both an edge from B[XL] and an edge from B[XR].
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5 Upper bounds
We show an algorithm to solve the containment problem for UC2RPQ which uses space
exponential only in the bridgewidth of the underlying graph. Hence, if the bridgewidth is
bounded, the algorithm runs in polynomial space, and otherwise in exponential space.
No self-loops assumption. To simplify some developments, we will assume that the C2RPQs
we work with have no self-loops, that is, there are no edges e with η1(e) = η2(e). Any C2RPQ
can be transformed into a self-loop-less C2RPQ by adding, for every self-looping edge e
on a vertex v a new vertex ve and edge e′, redefining η(e) = (v, ve), η(e′) = (ve, v) and
I(e′) = F (e′) = F (e). Note that this is a linear time procedure that does not increase the
bridgewidth unless the bridgewidth is 1, in which case it becomes of bridgewidth 2. Hence,
this assumption is without loss of generality.
5.1 Proof strategy
We use the same proof strategy as in [6], which we review briefly here:
R1 By a result from [14, Theorem 4], there is a polynomial time reduction of this problem
to the containment of a Boolean single-edge C2RPQ γ′ into a Boolean UC2RPQ γ, and
it is easy to see that this reduction preserves bridgewidth – in fact, bw(γ′) = 1 and the
underlying graph of γ is left unaltered in the cited reduction.
R2 We can reduce, in turn, this problem to the non-emptiness of a NFA Aγ′⊆γ of size
O(2|γ′|+|γ|c·bw(γ)), which can de done in deterministic space O(|γ′| + |γ|c·bw(γ)). The
NFA runs over the exponential alphabet A± ∪˙Loops, where Loops = 2Q×Q and Q
is the statespace of γ. This NFA is obtained from three automata Acd,Aloop,Aγ as
Aγ′⊆γ def= Acd ∩ Aloop ∩ Aγ where:
(i) Acd is a singly exponential size NFA (with a polynomial number of states) depending on
γ′, recognizing all words L0a1L1 · · · anLn ∈ Loops · (A± · Loops)∗ such that a1 · · · an ∈
δ′[I(e), F (e)] for e the sole edge of γ′ (i.e., a1 · · · an represents an expansion of γ′).
(ii) Aloop is a singly exponential size NFA depending on γ, recognizing all words of the
form L0a1L1 · · · anLn ∈ Loops · (A± · Loops)∗ such that, for every i, (q, q′) ∈ Li if and
only if there is a 2-way run of δ~
~
[{q}, {q′}] on a1 · · · an that starts in position i with
state q and ends in the same position i with state q′.
(iii) Aγ is a 2AFA of size O(|γ|c·bw(γ)) for some constant c with the property that for every
word w = L0a1 · · · anLn ∈ Aloop, we have that w ∈ Aγ if and only if γ holds true in
Gw, where Gw is the semipath for a1 · · · an. Remember that this is equivalent to asking
whether there is an expansion of γ that can be homomorphically mapped to Gw. Aγ is
the automaton recognizing the complement language.
Since the complement of a 2AFA can be constructed as a NFA with a single exponential
blowup in the statespace [8, Theorem 8], it follows that the resulting NFA Aγ′⊆γ is of size
O(2|γ′|+|γ|c·bw(γ)). Consequently, it is of single exponential size whenever the bridgewidth
is bounded, and thus its emptiness can be checked using polynomial space. We invite the
curious reader to read [6, §4.2] for more details on the two reductions R1 and R2 above.
The sole contribution of this paper on the proof above lies in the definition of Aγ of item
(iii). In [6], Aγ was defined for the case of γ being acyclic, and shown to be exponential in
the “width of the acyclic query” (meaning the maximum number of edges between any two
distinct vertices), and hence polynomial if the width is bounded. Here we lift this result
to all queries with respect to the bridgewidth of the query, without assuming any further
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restriction (such as acyclicity). Bridgewidth is a generalization of their width measure, in the
sense that for all acyclic queries, bridgewidth coincides with [6]’s width notion. The price to
pay for this generalization is that now the definition of Aγ is considerably more involved.
The rest of this section will be devoted to defining Aγ in such a way that it is exponential
only in the bridgewidth of γ, and that satisfies the property described in item (iii).
5.2 Definition of Aγ
For a UC2RPQ γ = γ1 ∪ · · · ∪ γn, we define Aγ to be the union Aγ1 ∪ · · · ∪ Aγn , this is
why for simplicity we will henceforth assume that γ is a C2RPQ (i.e., no unions). Let
γ = 〈V,E, η,Q, δ, I, F, ∅¯〉 (remember, by R1 γ is Boolean), and let M = 〈V,E, η〉 be the
underlying graph of γ. IfM is not connected – say γ is equivalent to γ1∧· · ·∧γn for connected
C2RPQ’s – Aγ is defined as Aγ1 ∩ · · · ∩ Aγn , which can be done in polynomial time since
we are working with alternating automata. Therefore, let us also suppose, without loss of
generality, that M is connected. For any word w = L0a1L1 · · · anLn ∈ Loops · (A± · Loops)∗,
let Gw denote the semipath for a1 · · · an.
Let us first refresh what Aγ is supposed to do. Remember that property (iii) concerns the
case where the input is a word of the form w = L0a1L1 · · · anLn in which each Li contains
the loop information of δ~
~
on position i of the word a1 · · · an ∈ (A±)∗. Since γ is Boolean
(i.e., a property of graph db’s), upon reading such a word, Aγ must check whether γ is true
on Gw, possibly using the information contained in the labels Li’s. Further, Aγ must use a
“small” set of states (polynomial if bw(γ) is bounded).
A detour through non-Boolean queries. The definition of Aγ will make use of non-Boolean
subqueries of γ. Suppose B ⊆ E is a bridge separating Y from V \ Y in M , and let
X = {v ∈ Y : B[v] 6= ∅} be the Y -side of B. For any given a state assignment f : B → Q we
define the query γ[B,X, f ] as the result of modifying γ by:
removing all edges internal to X;
removing all vertices from Y \X (and the incident edges);
defining X as output vertices2; and
for every e ∈ B redefining I(e) [resp. F (e)] as f(e) if η1(e) ∈ X [resp. if η2(e) ∈ X].
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(otherwise, I(e), F (e) as in  )
 
Figure 5 Highlighted vertices are output vertices and edges e adorned with a state q means that
I(e) is replaced with {q} if the edge is outgoing from an output vertex, and that F (e) is replaced
with {q} if e is incoming to an output vertex.
How many distinct γ[B,X, f ]’s are there? The number of such queries is bounded by
(|Q|+ 1)bw(γ) · 2 · |E|bw(γ), hence a polynomial number if the bridgewidth is bounded by a
constant.
2 That is, defining any vector (v1, . . . , vn) as output if X = {v1, . . . , vn}, the order is inconsequential.
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For every such non-Boolean γ[B,X, f ] we define a 2AFA automaton Aγ[B,X,f ] with the
property that, for every 0 ≤ i ≤ n and w ∈ Aloop,
2i ∈ Aγ[B,X,f ](w) if and only if (vi, . . . , vi)︸ ︷︷ ︸
|X| times
∈ γ[B,X, f ](Gw), (†)
where vi is the i-th vertex of Gw. That is, the automaton Aγ[B,X,f ] checks whether there is
an expansion of γ[B,X, f ] that can map to Gw via a homomorphism that assigns the i-th
vertex of Gw to every vertex of X.
Once we know how to define the Aγ[B,X,f ]’s, the definition of Aγ follows easily: Choose
any vertex v of γ such that E[v] is a bridge (it exists due to Lemma 6), and guess a
function f : E[v] → Q such that f(e) ∈ I(e) if η1(e) = v, and f(e) ∈ F (e) if η2(e) = v.
Then, move non-deterministically to an even position, and run Aγ[E[x],{x},f ]. Note that,
assuming Aγ[E[x],{x},f ] satisfies (†), property (iii) holds on a word w if and only if there is
an even position 2i of w and a function f with the aforementioned properties such that
2i ∈ Aγ[E[x],{x},f ](w).
Why do we want to define Aγ in terms of Aγ[B,X,f ]? Because in this way Aγ[B,X,f ] can
be defined in an recursive way: each Aγ[B,X,f ] is defined using other Aγ[B′,X′,f ′]’s; which is
arguably simpler to define and understand, and it has an explicit invariant.
5.3 Definition of Aγ[B,X,f ]
We will show how to construct Aγ[B,X,f ] satisfying property (†) by possibly “calling”, as
subroutines, other automata Aγ[B′,X′,f ′]’s. Of course, we adopt this way of defining Aγ[B,X,f ]
just to simplify the description – the formal definition of Aγ[B,X,f ] will contain one separate
statespace for each distinct Aγ[B′,X′,f ′].
As an example, suppose we have γ[B,X, f ] with γ is as in Figure 5 (left picture), but with
X = {°} and B = E[X] (also depicted in Figure 8-a). And suppose we have a semipath Gw
for a word a1 · · · an ∈ (A±)∗. What does a mapping from an expansion of γ to Gw look like?
For example, if the word is abb−aab−a−bb and the expansion is obtained by choosing words
as in the left of Figure 6, we could obtain a mapping as shown on the right. Note that the
Gw
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<latexit sha1_base 64="0ejzTOpeKJDYgxL171O3eRIkH0Q="> AAAB8nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBqPgKe xGQW8GvHiMYB6wWcLsZDYZMjuzzMwGwpLP 8OJBEa9+jTf/wk9wsslBEwsaiqpuurvChDN tXPfLKaytb2xuFbdLO7t7+wflw6OWlqkit Ekkl6oTYk05E7RpmOG0kyiK45DTdji6m/n tMVWaSfFoJgkNYjwQLGIEGyv53TFWNNGMS9 ErV9yqmwOtEm9BKrffkKPRK392+5KkMRWG cKy177mJCTKsDCOcTkvdVNMEkxEeUN9SgW Oqgyw/eYrOrdJHkVS2hEG5+nsiw7HWkzi0 nTE2Q73szcT/PD810U2QMZGkhgoyXxSlHBm JZv+jPlOUGD6xBBPF7K2IDLHCxNiUSjYEb /nlVdKqVb3Lau3hqlI/m6cBRTiBU7gAD66 hDvfQgCYQkPAEL/DqGOfZeXPe560FZzFzDH /gfPwATSmSnA==</latexit>
ab a bb
<latexit sha1_base 64="AbPbits2QKgOeGTrDgJnOGuhDPg="> AAAB8HicbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIpp4ge yiid4k8eIRE3kYWMjsMAsTZmY3M7MmhPAV XjxojFc/x5t/4Sc4LBwUrKSTSlV3uruCmDN tXPfLyaysrq1vZDdzW9s7u3v5/YO6jhJFa I1EPFLNAGvKmaQ1wwynzVhRLAJOG8HwZuo 3HqnSLJL3ZhRTX+C+ZCEj2FjpAQedIu4Ug6 CbL7glNwVaJt6cFK6/IUW1m/9s9yKSCCoN 4VjrlufGxh9jZRjhdJJrJ5rGmAxxn7YslV hQ7Y/Tgyfo1Co9FEbKljQoVX9PjLHQeiQC 2ymwGehFbyr+57USE175YybjxFBJZovChCM Toen3qMcUJYaPLMFEMXsrIgOsMDE2o5wNw Vt8eZnUyyXvvFS+uyhUTmZpQBaO4BjOwIN LqMAtVKEGBAQ8wQu8Osp5dt6c91lrxpnPHM IfOB8/gHOQ5w==</latexit>
a b
<latexit sha1_base 64="8gseNQmCS5EJnQVXa8N0PnwrByw="> AAAB63icbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBS8GH ajoDcDXjxGMA9I1jA7mU2GzMwuM7NCWPIL Xjwo4tUf8uZf+AnObnLQxIKGoqqb7q4g5kw b1/1ylpZXVtfWCxvFza3tnd3S3n5TR4kit EEiHql2gDXlTNKGYYbTdqwoFgGnrWB0k/m tR6o0i+S9GcfUF3ggWcgINpmEH86CXqnsVt wcaJF4M1K+/oYc9V7ps9uPSCKoNIRjrTue Gxs/xcowwumk2E00jTEZ4QHtWCqxoNpP81 sn6MQqfRRGypY0KFd/T6RYaD0Wge0U2Az1 vJeJ/3mdxIRXfspknBgqyXRRmHBkIpQ9jvp MUWL42BJMFLO3IjLEChNj4ynaELz5lxdJs 1rxzivVu4ty7XiaBhTgEI7gFDy4hBrcQh0 aQGAIT/ACr45wnp03533auuTMZg7gD5yPHy 7HjwU=</latexit>
b aab a 
<latexit sha1_base 64="cJZJdePocTrySJonfN3Svju3uUs="> AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tJNsApuWp Iq6M6CG5cV7APStEymk3boZCbMTIQS+hlu XCji1q9x51/4CU7SLrT1wAyHc+7l3nuCmFG lHefLWlldW9/YLGwVt3d29/ZLB4ctJRKJS RMLJmQnQIowyklTU81IJ5YERQEj7WB8m/n tRyIVFfxBT2LiR2jIaUgx0kbygl4FoezrVf qlslN1ctjLxJ2T8s035Gj0S5/dgcBJRLjG DCnluU6s/RRJTTEj02I3USRGeIyGxDOUo4 goP81XntpnRhnYoZDmcW3n6u+OFEVKTaLA VEZIj9Sil4n/eV6iw2s/pTxONOF4NihMmK2 Fnd1vD6gkWLOJIQhLana18QhJhLVJqWhCc BdPXiatWtW9qNbuL8v101kaUIBjOIFzcOE K6nAHDWgCBgFP8AKvlraerTfrfVa6Ys17ju APrI8foe+RhQ==</latexit>
b b 
<latexit sha1_base 64="0GeQ3nC906jdgQWL/XOSZnyAs3o="> AAAB7XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBKvgxj JTBd1ZcOOygn1AO5ZMmmljM8mQZIQy9B/c uFDErf/jzr/wE0ynXWjrIYHDOfdy7z1BzJk 2rvvl5JaWV1bX8uuFjc2t7Z3i7l5Dy0QRW ieSS9UKsKacCVo3zHDaihXFUcBpMxheT/z mI1WaSXFnRjH1I9wXLGQEGys1gvtT+7rFkl t2M6BF4s1I6eobMtS6xc9OT5IkosIQjrVu e25s/BQrwwin40In0TTGZIj7tG2pwBHVfp ptO0bHVumhUCr7hUGZ+rsjxZHWoyiwlRE2 Az3vTcT/vHZiwks/ZSJODBVkOihMODISTU5 HPaYoMXxkCSaK2V0RGWCFibEBFWwI3vzJi 6RRKXtn5crteal6NE0D8nAAh3ACHlxAFW6 gBnUg8ABP8AKvjnSenTfnfVqac2Y9+/AHzs cPT9uPpQ==</latexit>
a
<latexit sha1_base 64="txKEcUmomvgUgj56lbkYNBMuhPo="> AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBqPgKe yqoDcDXjwmYB6QLGF20puMmZ1dZmaFEPIF Xjwo4tVP8uZf+AlONjloYkFDUdVNd1eQCK6 N6345uZXVtfWN/GZha3tnd6+4f9DQcaoY1 lksYtUKqEbBJdYNNwJbiUIaBQKbwfB26jc fUWkey3szStCPaF/ykDNqrFSj3WLJLbsZyD Lx5qR08w0Zqt3iZ6cXszRCaZigWrc9NzH+ mCrDmcBJoZNqTCgb0j62LZU0Qu2Ps0Mn5N QqPRLGypY0JFN/T4xppPUoCmxnRM1AL3pT 8T+vnZrw2h9zmaQGJZstClNBTEymX5MeV8i MGFlCmeL2VsIGVFFmbDYFG4K3+PIyaZyXv Yvyee2yVDmZpQF5OIJjOAMPrqACd1CFOjB AeIIXeHUenGfnzXmfteac+cwh/IHz8QNWt4 36</latexit>
ab a bb bb 
<latexit sha1_base 64="TDq3j3Gpjm1Wfjx5TWf4PboOP18="> AAAB+HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMjqx69DEbBS8 JuFPRmwIvHCOYBySbMTGaTIbMPZmaFuORL vHhQxKuf4s2/8BOcZHPQxIKGoqqb7i4SC66 043xZK6tr6xubua389s7uXsHeP2ioKJGU1 WkkItkiWDHBQ1bXXAvWiiXDARGsSUY3U7/ 5wKTiUXivxzHzAjwIuc8p1kbq2QVMuiXcLR GSVc8uOmVnBrRM3DkpXn/DDLWe/dnpRzQJ WKipwEq1XSfWXoql5lSwSb6TKBZjOsID1j Y0xAFTXjo7fIJOjdJHfiRNhRrN1N8TKQ6U GgfEdAZYD9WiNxX/89qJ9q+8lIdxollIs0V +IpCO0DQF1OeSUS3GhmAqubkV0SGWmGqTV d6E4C6+vEwalbJ7Xq7cXRSrJ1kakIMjOIY zcOESqnALNagDhQSe4AVerUfr2Xqz3rPWFW s+cwh/YH38ALtoky4=</latexit>
bb a
<latexit sha1_base64="oLgS X8Vzv+cFlyfXpUwgt a6RRWw=">AAAB7Hic bVBNSwMxEJ34WetX1a OXYBW8WHaroDcLXjx WcNtCu5Zsmm1Ds9kl yQpl6W/w4kERr/4gb /4Lf4LptgdtfTDweG +GmXlBIrg2jvOFlpZ XVtfWCxvFza3tnd3S 3n5Dx6mizKOxiFUrIJ oJLplnuBGslShGokC wZjC8mfjNR6Y0j+W9 GSXMj0hf8pBTYqzkB cHDGemWyk7FyYEXiT sj5etvyFHvlj47vZi mEZOGCqJ123US42dE GU4FGxc7qWYJoUPSZ2 1LJYmY9rP82DE+sUo Ph7GyJQ3O1d8TGYm0 HkWB7YyIGeh5byL+5 7VTE175GZdJapik00 VhKrCJ8eRz3OOKUSN GlhCquL0V0wFRhBqb T9GG4M6/vEga1Yp7Xq neXZRrx9M0oACHcAS n4MIl1OAW6uABBQ5P 8AKvSKJn9Ibep61La DZzAH+APn4A6cSPcQ ==</latexit>
ab 
<latexit sha1_base 64="GZZMc+aC7GLsodEhnOXJ9lLIv6Q="> AAAB63icbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBS8GH ajoDcDXjxGMA9I1jA7mU2GzMwuM7NCWPIL Xjwo4tUf8uZf+AnObnLQxIKGoqqb7q4g5kw b1/1ylpZXVtfWCxvFza3tnd3S3n5TR4kit EEiHql2gDXlTNKGYYbTdqwoFgGnrWB0k/m tR6o0i+S9GcfUF3ggWcgINpmEg4ezXqnsVt wcaJF4M1K+/oYc9V7ps9uPSCKoNIRjrTue Gxs/xcowwumk2E00jTEZ4QHtWCqxoNpP81 sn6MQqfRRGypY0KFd/T6RYaD0Wge0U2Az1 vJeJ/3mdxIRXfspknBgqyXRRmHBkIpQ9jvp MUWL42BJMFLO3IjLEChNj4ynaELz5lxdJs 1rxzivVu4ty7XiaBhTgEI7gFDy4hBrcQh0 aQGAIT/ACr45wnp03533auuTMZg7gD5yPHy 8AjwU=</latexit>
a bb
<latexit sha1_base 64="6EhT5HlAipWQTVATV48LS4q7uBk="> AAAB7HicbVBNSwMxEJ34WetX1aOXYBW8WH aroDcLXjxWcNtCu5Zsmm1Ds9klyQpl6W/w 4kERr/4gb/4Lf4LptgdtfTDweG+GmXlBIrg 2jvOFlpZXVtfWCxvFza3tnd3S3n5Dx6miz KOxiFUrIJoJLplnuBGslShGokCwZjC8mfj NR6Y0j+W9GSXMj0hf8pBTYqzkkYezIOiWyk 7FyYEXiTsj5etvyFHvlj47vZimEZOGCqJ1 23US42dEGU4FGxc7qWYJoUPSZ21LJYmY9r P82DE+sUoPh7GyJQ3O1d8TGYm0HkWB7YyI Geh5byL+57VTE175GZdJapik00VhKrCJ8eR z3OOKUSNGlhCquL0V0wFRhBqbT9GG4M6/v Ega1Yp7XqneXZRrx9M0oACHcASn4MIl1OA W6uABBQ5P8AKvSKJn9Ibep61LaDZzAH+APn 4A6YePcQ==</latexit>
b b a
<latexit sha1_base 64="yi5nCBwbc/bKozHSOqte08n9acA="> AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBS8GH ajoDcDXjxGMA9I1tA7mU2GzM4uM7NCCPkI Lx4U8er3ePMv/AQnmxw0sZiBoqqb7q4gEVw b1/1ylpZXVtfWcxv5za3tnd3C3n5dx6mir EZjEatmgJoJLlnNcCNYM1EMo0CwRjC4mfi NR6Y0j+W9GSbMj7AnecgpGis1gocz+7BTKL olNwNZJN6MFK+/IUO1U/hsd2OaRkwaKlDr lucmxh+hMpwKNs63U80SpAPssZalEiOm/V G27picWKVLwljZLw3J1N8dI4y0HkaBrYzQ 9PW8NxH/81qpCa/8EZdJapik00FhKoiJyeR 20uWKUSOGliBV3O5KaB8VUmMTytsQvPmTF 0m9XPLOS+W7i2LleJoG5OAQjuAUPLiECtx CFWpAYQBP8AKvTuI8O2/O+7R0yZn1HMAfOB 8/CbaQEA==</latexit>
a
<latexit sha1_base64="txKEcUmomvgUg j56lbkYNBMuhPo=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBqPgKeyqoDcDXjwmYB6QLGF 20puMmZ1dZmaFEPIFXjwo4tVP8uZf+AlONjloYkFDUdVNd1eQCK6N6345uZXVtfWN/GZh a3tnd6+4f9DQcaoY1lksYtUKqEbBJdYNNwJbiUIaBQKbwfB26jcfUWkey3szStCPaF/y kDNqrFSj3WLJLbsZyDLx5qR08w0Zqt3iZ6cXszRCaZigWrc9NzH+mCrDmcBJoZNqTCgb0 j62LZU0Qu2Ps0Mn5NQqPRLGypY0JFN/T4xppPUoCmxnRM1AL3pT8T+vnZrw2h9zmaQGJZ stClNBTEymX5MeV8iMGFlCmeL2VsIGVFFmbDYFG4K3+PIyaZyXvYvyee2yVDmZpQF5OI JjOAMPrqACd1CFOjBAeIIXeHUenGfnzXmfteac+cwh/IHz8QNWt436</latexit>
b
<latexit sha1_base64="InJP4KddlzPla OW/RMcREC3wIQY=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBqPgKeyqoDcDXjwmYB6QLGF 20puMmZ1dZmaFEPIFXjwo4tVP8uZf+AlONjloYkFDUdVNd1eQCK6N6345uZXVtfWN/GZh a3tnd6+4f9DQcaoY1lksYtUKqEbBJdYNNwJbiUIaBQKbwfB26jcfUWkey3szStCPaF/y kDNqrFQLusWSW3YzkGXizUnp5hsyVLvFz04vZmmE0jBBtW57bmL8MVWGM4GTQifVmFA2p H1sWypphNofZ4dOyKlVeiSMlS1pSKb+nhjTSOtRFNjOiJqBXvSm4n9eOzXhtT/mMkkNSj ZbFKaCmJhMvyY9rpAZMbKEMsXtrYQNqKLM2GwKNgRv8eVl0jgvexfl89plqXIySwPycA THcAYeXEEF7qAKdWCA8AQv8Oo8OM/Om/M+a80585lD+APn4wdYO437</latexit>
b
<latexit sha1_base64="InJP4KddlzPla OW/RMcREC3wIQY=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBqPgKeyqoDcDXjwmYB6QLGF 20puMmZ1dZmaFEPIFXjwo4tVP8uZf+AlONjloYkFDUdVNd1eQCK6N6345uZXVtfWN/GZh a3tnd6+4f9DQcaoY1lksYtUKqEbBJdYNNwJbiUIaBQKbwfB26jcfUWkey3szStCPaF/y kDNqrFQLusWSW3YzkGXizUnp5hsyVLvFz04vZmmE0jBBtW57bmL8MVWGM4GTQifVmFA2p H1sWypphNofZ4dOyKlVeiSMlS1pSKb+nhjTSOtRFNjOiJqBXvSm4n9eOzXhtT/mMkkNSj ZbFKaCmJhMvyY9rpAZMbKEMsXtrYQNqKLM2GwKNgRv8eVl0jgvexfl89plqXIySwPycA THcAYeXEEF7qAKdWCA8AQv8Oo8OM/Om/M+a80585lD+APn4wdYO437</latexit>
b
<latexit sha1_base64="InJP4KddlzPla OW/RMcREC3wIQY=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBqPgKeyqoDcDXjwmYB6QLGF 20puMmZ1dZmaFEPIFXjwo4tVP8uZf+AlONjloYkFDUdVNd1eQCK6N6345uZXVtfWN/GZh a3tnd6+4f9DQcaoY1lksYtUKqEbBJdYNNwJbiUIaBQKbwfB26jcfUWkey3szStCPaF/y kDNqrFQLusWSW3YzkGXizUnp5hsyVLvFz04vZmmE0jBBtW57bmL8MVWGM4GTQifVmFA2p H1sWypphNofZ4dOyKlVeiSMlS1pSKb+nhjTSOtRFNjOiJqBXvSm4n9eOzXhtT/mMkkNSj ZbFKaCmJhMvyY9rpAZMbKEMsXtrYQNqKLM2GwKNgRv8eVl0jgvexfl89plqXIySwPycA THcAYeXEEF7qAKdWCA8AQv8Oo8OM/Om/M+a80585lD+APn4wdYO437</latexit>
b
<latexit sha1_base64="InJP4KddlzPla OW/RMcREC3wIQY=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBqPgKeyqoDcDXjwmYB6QLGF 20puMmZ1dZmaFEPIFXjwo4tVP8uZf+AlONjloYkFDUdVNd1eQCK6N6345uZXVtfWN/GZh a3tnd6+4f9DQcaoY1lksYtUKqEbBJdYNNwJbiUIaBQKbwfB26jcfUWkey3szStCPaF/y kDNqrFQLusWSW3YzkGXizUnp5hsyVLvFz04vZmmE0jBBtW57bmL8MVWGM4GTQifVmFA2p H1sWypphNofZ4dOyKlVeiSMlS1pSKb+nhjTSOtRFNjOiJqBXvSm4n9eOzXhtT/mMkkNSj ZbFKaCmJhMvyY9rpAZMbKEMsXtrYQNqKLM2GwKNgRv8eVl0jgvexfl89plqXIySwPycA THcAYeXEEF7qAKdWCA8AQv8Oo8OM/Om/M+a80585lD+APn4wdYO437</latexit>
b
<latexit sha1_base64="InJP4KddlzPla OW/RMcREC3wIQY=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBqPgKeyqoDcDXjwmYB6QLGF 20puMmZ1dZmaFEPIFXjwo4tVP8uZf+AlONjloYkFDUdVNd1eQCK6N6345uZXVtfWN/GZh a3tnd6+4f9DQcaoY1lksYtUKqEbBJdYNNwJbiUIaBQKbwfB26jcfUWkey3szStCPaF/y kDNqrFQLusWSW3YzkGXizUnp5hsyVLvFz04vZmmE0jBBtW57bmL8MVWGM4GTQifVmFA2p H1sWypphNofZ4dOyKlVeiSMlS1pSKb+nhjTSOtRFNjOiJqBXvSm4n9eOzXhtT/mMkkNSj ZbFKaCmJhMvyY9rpAZMbKEMsXtrYQNqKLM2GwKNgRv8eVl0jgvexfl89plqXIySwPycA THcAYeXEEF7qAKdWCA8AQv8Oo8OM/Om/M+a80585lD+APn4wdYO437</latexit>
a
<latexit sha1_base64="txKEcUmomvgUg j56lbkYNBMuhPo=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBqPgKeyqoDcDXjwmYB6QLGF 20puMmZ1dZmaFEPIFXjwo4tVP8uZf+AlONjloYkFDUdVNd1eQCK6N6345uZXVtfWN/GZh a3tnd6+4f9DQcaoY1lksYtUKqEbBJdYNNwJbiUIaBQKbwfB26jcfUWkey3szStCPaF/y kDNqrFSj3WLJLbsZyDLx5qR08w0Zqt3iZ6cXszRCaZigWrc9NzH+mCrDmcBJoZNqTCgb0 j62LZU0Qu2Ps0Mn5NQqPRLGypY0JFN/T4xppPUoCmxnRM1AL3pT8T+vnZrw2h9zmaQGJZ stClNBTEymX5MeV8iMGFlCmeL2VsIGVFFmbDYFG4K3+PIyaZyXvYvyee2yVDmZpQF5OI JjOAMPrqACd1CFOjBAeIIXeHUenGfnzXmfteac+cwh/IHz8QNWt436</latexit>
a
<latexit sha1_base64="txKEcUmomvgUg j56lbkYNBMuhPo=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBqPgKeyqoDcDXjwmYB6QLGF 20puMmZ1dZmaFEPIFXjwo4tVP8uZf+AlONjloYkFDUdVNd1eQCK6N6345uZXVtfWN/GZh a3tnd6+4f9DQcaoY1lksYtUKqEbBJdYNNwJbiUIaBQKbwfB26jcfUWkey3szStCPaF/y kDNqrFSj3WLJLbsZyDLx5qR08w0Zqt3iZ6cXszRCaZigWrc9NzH+mCrDmcBJoZNqTCgb0 j62LZU0Qu2Ps0Mn5NQqPRLGypY0JFN/T4xppPUoCmxnRM1AL3pT8T+vnZrw2h9zmaQGJZ stClNBTEymX5MeV8iMGFlCmeL2VsIGVFFmbDYFG4K3+PIyaZyXvYvyee2yVDmZpQF5OI JjOAMPrqACd1CFOjBAeIIXeHUenGfnzXmfteac+cwh/IHz8QNWt436</latexit>
a

















Figure 6 An expansion of γ[B,X, f ] and its homomorphic mapping into Gw.
automaton has to somehow guess both the expansion and the mapping. Of course, already
guessing the order of appearance of the homomorphic images of the vertices of γ (in our
case, from left to right: ±,², {³,¬}, {´,°},®, {¯,­}) would already yield an exponential
automaton, regardless of bounded bridgewidth, and we therefore need to avoid this kind of
brute-force guessing. Nevertheless, the automaton can first guess the non-output vertices
that will appear to the left and to the right, as in Figure 7, and then, based on this guessing,
find a way of decomposing the query into other, simpler, queries (as shown to the right).
While there are exponentially many ways of guessing, the statespace remains polynomial if
the bridgewidth is bounded. In the concrete case of the query of Figure 7, the automaton
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Figure 7 The automaton guesses the vertices mapped to the left (XL) and to the right (XR) of
the current position vi as well as a state q, and it decomposes the query into a conjunction of the
two smaller queries on the right.
decomposes it by guessing a state q ∈ Q (intuitively, the state of the automaton for the edge
¬→ ® at the position where ° is mapped) and running the conjunction of the two smaller
queries on the right. There may be many ways of decomposing them, but not too many,
since the simpler queries will still be of the form γ[B,X, f ].
Suppose that Aγ[B,X,f ] guesses a set of vertices XR that will be mapped to the right of
vi, and a set of vertices XL that will be mapped to the left3 of vi (i.e., the gray blobs of
Figure 7). For any such given partition XL, X,XR of the vertices of γ[B,X, f ], Aγ[B,X,f ]
proceeds in different ways according to whether some of these sets are empty. In particular,
if both XL and XR are non-empty, it will need to guess what is the state of some edges that
“fly” across the current position, that is, edges with one endpoint in XL and one endpoint in
XR (in Figure 7, the edge from ¬ to ®). This is indeed an exponential operation (and hence
the construction may take exponential time) but it will not be reflected in the statespace of
the automaton if bw(γ) is bounded, nor in the space needed to perform this operation.
Now more concretely. Once XL, XR are fixed, applying the decomposition of Lemma 7
on the bridge B of M with X˜ = V \ (XL ∪XR), XL and XR, we obtain a set of bridges
{Bi}i and a partition {Xi}i of XL ∪XR. We divide these bridges into left and right bridges:
BL = {Bi : Bi ∩ B[XL] 6= ∅} and BR = {Bi : Bi ∩ B[XR] 6= ∅}. We guess any function
g :
⋃
(BL ∪ BR) → Q so that g(e) = f(e) for every e ∈ B. For each left-bridge Bˆ ∈ BL
we consider γ[Bˆ,XL
Bˆ
, gBˆ] where XLBˆ is the (X ∪ XR)-side of Bˆ, and gBˆ is g restricted to
Bˆ. Similarly, for each right-bridge Bˆ ∈ BR we consider γ[Bˆ,XRBˆ , gBˆ] where XRBˆ is the
(X ∪XL)-side of Bˆ, and gBˆ is g restricted to Bˆ. Let Z be the (V \X)-side of B (i.e., the
side which is not X). Note that if XL ∩ Z = ∅, then BL = ∅ and BR = {B}; and similarly
for XR ∩ Z = ∅.
Thus, if we guess XL, XR as in our example of Figure 7, and if g is guessed so that
for the edge e13 from ¬ to ® we have g(e13) = q, we generate the two queries on the right
picture. Note that there is an expansion and homomorphism in accordance with the guessing
XL, XR, g and sending ° to vi if and only if there are homomorphisms from some expansions
of the two smaller queries on the right, mapping ¬ and ° [resp. ® and °] to vi. This
describes the idea of the most interesting case: how to cover homomorphisms that map some
vertices of Z to the left of vi and some to the right of vi (i.e., BL 6= ∅ and BR 6= ∅). There
are, however, two other remaining cases that need to be treated as well: (1) homomorphisms
that map every vertex of Z to the right of vi (i.e., Z ⊆ XR), which corresponds to simply
moving to the “next position” 2(i+ 1) of w (representing vi+1 in Gw) updating the function
3 The vertices not in X that are mapped at the same position as those in X could be placed either in XL
or XR (e.g., in the picture ´ is in XR).
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f accordingly; (2) symmetrically, when all vertices of Z are mapped to the left of vi; and (3)
homomorphisms where at least one vertex of Z is mapped to the current vertex vi, in which
case the query must also be updated. We now describe all these cases formally.
XL
<latexit sh a1_base64="QDQFg4UiuE Duj4gw3oysr/tDyAg=">AA AB6nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeM r6tHLkCB4CrtR0JsBLx48 RDQPSJYwO+lNhszOLjOzQg j5BC8eFPHqF3nzL/wEJ5s cNLGgoajqprsrSATXxnW/ nJXVtfWNzdxWfntnd2+/cH DY0HGqGNZZLGLVCqhGwSX WDTcCW4lCGgUCm8Hweuo3 H1FpHssHM0rQj2hf8pAzaq x03+redgslt+xmIMvEm5P S1TdkqHULn51ezNIIpWGC at323MT4Y6oMZwIn+U6qMa FsSPvYtlTSCLU/zk6dkBO r9EgYK1vSkEz9PTGmkdaj KLCdETUDvehNxf+8dmrCS 3/MZZIalGy2KEwFMTGZ/k1 6XCEzYmQJZYrbWwkbUEWZ senkbQje4svLpFEpe2fly t15qVqcpQE5OIYinIIHF1C FG6hBHRj04Qle4NURzrPz 5rzPWlec+cwR/IHz8QOWj Y6u</latexit>
XR
<latexit sha1_base64=" boaD4aGAm3PFHVvwNr0HQQXt8oU=">AAAB6nicbVDL SgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLkCB4CrtR0JsBLx7jIw9IljA7mU2 GzM4uM71CCPkELx4U8eoXefMv/AQnmxw0saChqOqmuy tIpDDoul/Oyura+sZmbiu/vbO7t184OGyYONWM11ks Y90KqOFSKF5HgZK3Es1pFEjeDIbXU7/5yLURsXrAUcL 9iPaVCAWjaKX7VveuWyi5ZTcDWSbenJSuviFDrVv47P RilkZcIZPUmLbnJuiPqUbBJJ/kO6nhCWVD2udtSxWN uPHH2akTcmKVHgljbUshydTfE2MaGTOKAtsZURyYRW8 q/ue1Uwwv/bFQSYpcsdmiMJUEYzL9m/SE5gzlyBLKt LC3EjagmjK06eRtCN7iy8ukUSl7Z+XK7XmpWpylATk4 hiKcggcXUIUbqEEdGPThCV7g1ZHOs/PmvM9aV5z5zBH 8gfPxA5+ljrQ=</latexit>
X
<latexit sha1_base64=" PCgBUFrLGuaezqXXKtWpBIkColI=">AAAB6HicbVDL SgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLkCB4CrtR0JsBLx4TMA9IljA76SR jZmeXmVkhLPkCLx4U8eonefMv/AQnmxw0saChqOqmuy uIBdfGdb+ctfWNza3t3E5+d2//4LBwdNzUUaIYNlgk ItUOqEbBJTYMNwLbsUIaBgJbwfh25rceUWkeyXszidE P6VDyAWfUWKne7hVKbtnNQFaJtyClm2/IUOsVPrv9iC UhSsME1brjubHxU6oMZwKn+W6iMaZsTIfYsVTSELWf ZodOyZlV+mQQKVvSkEz9PZHSUOtJGNjOkJqRXvZm4n9 eJzGDaz/lMk4MSjZfNEgEMRGZfU36XCEzYmIJZYrbW wkbUUWZsdnkbQje8surpFkpexflSv2yVC3O04AcnEIR zsGDK6jCHdSgAQwQnuAFXp0H59l5c97nrWvOYuYE/sD 5+AFIeY3v</latexit>
XL
<latexit sha1_base64="QDQFg4UiuEDuj4gw3oysr /tDyAg=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLkCB4CrtR0JsBLx48RDQPSJYwO+lNhszOLjOzQgj5BC8eFPHq F3nzL/wEJ5scNLGgoajqprsrSATXxnW/nJXVtfWNzdxWfntnd2+/cHDY0HGqGNZZLGLVCqhGwSXWDTcCW4lCGg UCm8Hweuo3H1FpHssHM0rQj2hf8pAzaqx03+redgslt+xmIMvEm5PS1TdkqHULn51ezNIIpWGCat323MT4Y6o MZwIn+U6qMaFsSPvYtlTSCLU/zk6dkBOr9EgYK1vSkEz9PTGmkdajKLCdETUDvehNxf+8dmrCS3/MZZIalGy2 KEwFMTGZ/k16XCEzYmQJZYrbWwkbUEWZsenkbQje4svLpFEpe2flyt15qVqcpQE5OIYinIIHF1CFG6hBHRj04 Qle4NURzrPz5rzPWlec+cwR/IHz8QOWjY6u</latexit>
XR
<latexit sha1_base64="boaD4aGAm3PFHVvwNr0HQ QXt8oU=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLkCB4CrtR0JsBLx7jIw9IljA7mU2GzM4uM71CCPkELx4U8eoX efMv/AQnmxw0saChqOqmuytIpDDoul/Oyura+sZmbiu/vbO7t184OGyYONWM11ksY90KqOFSKF5HgZK3Es1pFE jeDIbXU7/5yLURsXrAUcL9iPaVCAWjaKX7VveuWyi5ZTcDWSbenJSuviFDrVv47PRilkZcIZPUmLbnJuiPqUb BJJ/kO6nhCWVD2udtSxWNuPHH2akTcmKVHgljbUshydTfE2MaGTOKAtsZURyYRW8q/ue1Uwwv/bFQSYpcsdmi MJUEYzL9m/SE5gzlyBLKtLC3EjagmjK06eRtCN7iy8ukUSl7Z+XK7XmpWpylATk4hiKcggcXUIUbqEEdGPThC V7g1ZHOs/PmvM9aV5z5zBH8gfPxA5+ljrQ=</latexit>
X
<latexit sha1_base64="PCgBUFrLGuaezqXXKtWpB IkColI=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLkCB4CrtR0JsBLx4TMA9IljA76SRjZmeXmVkhLPkCLx4U8eon efMv/AQnmxw0saChqOqmuyuIBdfGdb+ctfWNza3t3E5+d2//4LBwdNzUUaIYNlgkItUOqEbBJTYMNwLbsUIaBg Jbwfh25rceUWkeyXszidEP6VDyAWfUWKne7hVKbtnNQFaJtyClm2/IUOsVPrv9iCUhSsME1brjubHxU6oMZwK n+W6iMaZsTIfYsVTSELWfZodOyZlV+mQQKVvSkEz9PZHSUOtJGNjOkJqRXvZm4n9eJzGDaz/lMk4MSjZfNEgE MRGZfU36XCEzYmIJZYrbWwkbUUWZsdnkbQje8surpFkpexflSv2yVC3O04AcnEIRzsGDK6jCHdSgAQwQnuAFX p0H59l5c97nrWvOYuYE/sD5+AFIeY3v</latexit>
XL
<latexit sha1_base64="QDQFg4UiuEDuj4gw3oysr /tDyAg=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLkCB4CrtR0JsBLx48RDQPSJYwO+lNhszOLjOzQgj5BC8eFPHq F3nzL/wEJ5scNLGgoajqprsrSATXxnW/nJXVtfWNzdxWfntnd2+/cHDY0HGqGNZZLGLVCqhGwSXWDTcCW4lCGg UCm8Hweuo3H1FpHssHM0rQj2hf8pAzaqx03+redgslt+xmIMvEm5PS1TdkqHULn51ezNIIpWGCat323MT4Y6o MZwIn+U6qMaFsSPvYtlTSCLU/zk6dkBOr9EgYK1vSkEz9PTGmkdajKLCdETUDvehNxf+8dmrCS3/MZZIalGy2 KEwFMTGZ/k16XCEzYmQJZYrbWwkbUEWZsenkbQje4svLpFEpe2flyt15qVqcpQE5OIYinIIHF1CFG6hBHRj04 Qle4NURzrPz5rzPWlec+cwR/IHz8QOWjY6u</latexit>
XR
<latexit sha1_base64="boaD4aGAm3PFHVvwNr0HQ QXt8oU=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLkCB4CrtR0JsBLx7jIw9IljA7mU2GzM4uM71CCPkELx4U8eoX efMv/AQnmxw0saChqOqmuytIpDDoul/Oyura+sZmbiu/vbO7t184OGyYONWM11ksY90KqOFSKF5HgZK3Es1pFE jeDIbXU7/5yLURsXrAUcL9iPaVCAWjaKX7VveuWyi5ZTcDWSbenJSuviFDrVv47PRilkZcIZPUmLbnJuiPqUb BJJ/kO6nhCWVD2udtSxWNuPHH2akTcmKVHgljbUshydTfE2MaGTOKAtsZURyYRW8q/ue1Uwwv/bFQSYpcsdmi MJUEYzL9m/SE5gzlyBLKtLC3EjagmjK06eRtCN7iy8ukUSl7Z+XK7XmpWpylATk4hiKcggcXUIUbqEEdGPThC V7g1ZHOs/PmvM9aV5z5zBH8gfPxA5+ljrQ=</latexit>
X
<latexit sha1_base64="PCgBUFrLGuaezqXXKtWpB IkColI=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLkCB4CrtR0JsBLx4TMA9IljA76SRjZmeXmVkhLPkCLx4U8eon efMv/AQnmxw0saChqOqmuyuIBdfGdb+ctfWNza3t3E5+d2//4LBwdNzUUaIYNlgkItUOqEbBJTYMNwLbsUIaBg Jbwfh25rceUWkeyXszidEP6VDyAWfUWKne7hVKbtnNQFaJtyClm2/IUOsVPrv9iCUhSsME1brjubHxU6oMZwK n+W6iMaZsTIfYsVTSELWfZodOyZlV+mQQKVvSkEz9PZHSUOtJGNjOkJqRXvZm4n9eJzGDaz/lMk4MSjZfNEgE MRGZfU36XCEzYmIJZYrbWwkbUUWZsdnkbQje8surpFkpexflSv2yVC3O04AcnEIRzsGDK6jCHdSgAQwQnuAFX p0H59l5c97nrWvOYuYE/sD5+AFIeY3v</latexit>
XL
<latexit sha1_base64="QDQFg4UiuEDuj4gw3oysr /tDyAg=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLkCB4CrtR0JsBLx48RDQPSJYwO+lNhszOLjOzQgj5BC8eFPHq F3nzL/wEJ5scNLGgoajqprsrSATXxnW/nJXVtfWNzdxWfntnd2+/cHDY0HGqGNZZLGLVCqhGwSXWDTcCW4lCGg UCm8Hweuo3H1FpHssHM0rQj2hf8pAzaqx03+redgslt+xmIMvEm5PS1TdkqHULn51ezNIIpWGCat323MT4Y6o MZwIn+U6qMaFsSPvYtlTSCLU/zk6dkBOr9EgYK1vSkEz9PTGmkdajKLCdETUDvehNxf+8dmrCS3/MZZIalGy2 KEwFMTGZ/k16XCEzYmQJZYrbWwkbUEWZsenkbQje4svLpFEpe2flyt15qVqcpQE5OIYinIIHF1CFG6hBHRj04 Qle4NURzrPz5rzPWlec+cwR/IHz8QOWjY6u</latexit>
XR
<latexit sha1_base64="boaD4aGAm3PFHVvwNr0HQ QXt8oU=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLkCB4CrtR0JsBLx7jIw9IljA7mU2GzM4uM71CCPkELx4U8eoX efMv/AQnmxw0saChqOqmuytIpDDoul/Oyura+sZmbiu/vbO7t184OGyYONWM11ksY90KqOFSKF5HgZK3Es1pFE jeDIbXU7/5yLURsXrAUcL9iPaVCAWjaKX7VveuWyi5ZTcDWSbenJSuviFDrVv47PRilkZcIZPUmLbnJuiPqUb BJJ/kO6nhCWVD2udtSxWNuPHH2akTcmKVHgljbUshydTfE2MaGTOKAtsZURyYRW8q/ue1Uwwv/bFQSYpcsdmi MJUEYzL9m/SE5gzlyBLKtLC3EjagmjK06eRtCN7iy8ukUSl7Z+XK7XmpWpylATk4hiKcggcXUIUbqEEdGPThC V7g1ZHOs/PmvM9aV5z5zBH8gfPxA5+ljrQ=</latexit>
X
<latexit sha1_base64="PCgBUFrLGuaezqXXKtWpB IkColI=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLkCB4CrtR0JsBLx4TMA9IljA76SRjZmeXmVkhLPkCLx4U8eon efMv/AQnmxw0saChqOqmuyuIBdfGdb+ctfWNza3t3E5+d2//4LBwdNzUUaIYNlgkItUOqEbBJTYMNwLbsUIaBg Jbwfh25rceUWkeyXszidEP6VDyAWfUWKne7hVKbtnNQFaJtyClm2/IUOsVPrv9iCUhSsME1brjubHxU6oMZwK n+W6iMaZsTIfYsVTSELWfZodOyZlV+mQQKVvSkEz9PZHSUOtJGNjOkJqRXvZm4n9eJzGDaz/lMk4MSjZfNEgE MRGZfU36XCEzYmIJZYrbWwkbUUWZsdnkbQje8surpFkpexflSv2yVC3O04AcnEIRzsGDK6jCHdSgAQwQnuAFX p0H59l5c97nrWvOYuYE/sD5+AFIeY3v</latexit>
XL
<latexit sha1_base64="QDQFg4UiuEDuj4gw3oysr /tDyAg=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLkCB4CrtR0JsBLx48RDQPSJYwO+lNhszOLjOzQgj5BC8eFPHq F3nzL/wEJ5scNLGgoajqprsrSATXxnW/nJXVtfWNzdxWfntnd2+/cHDY0HGqGNZZLGLVCqhGwSXWDTcCW4lCGg UCm8Hweuo3H1FpHssHM0rQj2hf8pAzaqx03+redgslt+xmIMvEm5PS1TdkqHULn51ezNIIpWGCat323MT4Y6o MZwIn+U6qMaFsSPvYtlTSCLU/zk6dkBOr9EgYK1vSkEz9PTGmkdajKLCdETUDvehNxf+8dmrCS3/MZZIalGy2 KEwFMTGZ/k16XCEzYmQJZYrbWwkbUEWZsenkbQje4svLpFEpe2flyt15qVqcpQE5OIYinIIHF1CFG6hBHRj04 Qle4NURzrPz5rzPWlec+cwR/IHz8QOWjY6u</latexit>
XR
<latexit sha1_base64="boaD4aGAm3PFHVvwNr0HQ QXt8oU=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLkCB4CrtR0JsBLx7jIw9IljA7mU2GzM4uM71CCPkELx4U8eoX efMv/AQnmxw0saChqOqmuytIpDDoul/Oyura+sZmbiu/vbO7t184OGyYONWM11ksY90KqOFSKF5HgZK3Es1pFE jeDIbXU7/5yLURsXrAUcL9iPaVCAWjaKX7VveuWyi5ZTcDWSbenJSuviFDrVv47PRilkZcIZPUmLbnJuiPqUb BJJ/kO6nhCWVD2udtSxWNuPHH2akTcmKVHgljbUshydTfE2MaGTOKAtsZURyYRW8q/ue1Uwwv/bFQSYpcsdmi MJUEYzL9m/SE5gzlyBLKtLC3EjagmjK06eRtCN7iy8ukUSl7Z+XK7XmpWpylATk4hiKcggcXUIUbqEEdGPThC V7g1ZHOs/PmvM9aV5z5zBH8gfPxA5+ljrQ=</latexit>
X
<latexit sha1_base64="PCgBUFrLGuaezqXXKtWpB IkColI=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLkCB4CrtR0JsBLx4TMA9IljA76SRjZmeXmVkhLPkCLx4U8eon efMv/AQnmxw0saChqOqmuyuIBdfGdb+ctfWNza3t3E5+d2//4LBwdNzUUaIYNlgkItUOqEbBJTYMNwLbsUIaBg Jbwfh25rceUWkeyXszidEP6VDyAWfUWKne7hVKbtnNQFaJtyClm2/IUOsVPrv9iCUhSsME1brjubHxU6oMZwK n+W6iMaZsTIfYsVTSELWfZodOyZlV+mQQKVvSkEz9PZHSUOtJGNjOkJqRXvZm4n9eJzGDaz/lMk4MSjZfNEgE MRGZfU36XCEzYmIJZYrbWwkbUUWZsdnkbQje8surpFkpexflSv2yVC3O04AcnEIRzsGDK6jCHdSgAQwQnuAFX p0H59l5c97nrWvOYuYE/sD5+AFIeY3v</latexit>
XL
<latexit sha1_base64="QDQFg4UiuEDuj4gw3oysr /tDyAg=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLkCB4CrtR0JsBLx48RDQPSJYwO+lNhszOLjOzQgj5BC8eFPHq F3nzL/wEJ5scNLGgoajqprsrSATXxnW/nJXVtfWNzdxWfntnd2+/cHDY0HGqGNZZLGLVCqhGwSXWDTcCW4lCGg UCm8Hweuo3H1FpHssHM0rQj2hf8pAzaqx03+redgslt+xmIMvEm5PS1TdkqHULn51ezNIIpWGCat323MT4Y6o MZwIn+U6qMaFsSPvYtlTSCLU/zk6dkBOr9EgYK1vSkEz9PTGmkdajKLCdETUDvehNxf+8dmrCS3/MZZIalGy2 KEwFMTGZ/k16XCEzYmQJZYrbWwkbUEWZsenkbQje4svLpFEpe2flyt15qVqcpQE5OIYinIIHF1CFG6hBHRj04 Qle4NURzrPz5rzPWlec+cwR/IHz8QOWjY6u</latexit>
XR
<latexit sha1_base64="boaD4aGAm3PFHVvwNr0HQ QXt8oU=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLkCB4CrtR0JsBLx7jIw9IljA7mU2GzM4uM71CCPkELx4U8eoX efMv/AQnmxw0saChqOqmuytIpDDoul/Oyura+sZmbiu/vbO7t184OGyYONWM11ksY90KqOFSKF5HgZK3Es1pFE jeDIbXU7/5yLURsXrAUcL9iPaVCAWjaKX7VveuWyi5ZTcDWSbenJSuviFDrVv47PRilkZcIZPUmLbnJuiPqUb BJJ/kO6nhCWVD2udtSxWNuPHH2akTcmKVHgljbUshydTfE2MaGTOKAtsZURyYRW8q/ue1Uwwv/bFQSYpcsdmi MJUEYzL9m/SE5gzlyBLKtLC3EjagmjK06eRtCN7iy8ukUSl7Z+XK7XmpWpylATk4hiKcggcXUIUbqEEdGPThC V7g1ZHOs/PmvM9aV5z5zBH8gfPxA5+ljrQ=</latexit>
X
<latexit sha1_base64="PCgBUFrLGuaezqXXKtWpB IkColI=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLkCB4CrtR0JsBLx4TMA9IljA76SRjZmeXmVkhLPkCLx4U8eon efMv/AQnmxw0saChqOqmuyuIBdfGdb+ctfWNza3t3E5+d2//4LBwdNzUUaIYNlgkItUOqEbBJTYMNwLbsUIaBg Jbwfh25rceUWkeyXszidEP6VDyAWfUWKne7hVKbtnNQFaJtyClm2/IUOsVPrv9iCUhSsME1brjubHxU6oMZwK n+W6iMaZsTIfYsVTSELWfZodOyZlV+mQQKVvSkEz9PZHSUOtJGNjOkJqRXvZm4n9eJzGDaz/lMk4MSjZfNEgE MRGZfU36XCEzYmIJZYrbWwkbUUWZsdnkbQje8surpFkpexflSv2yVC3O04AcnEIRzsGDK6jCHdSgAQwQnuAFX p0H59l5c97nrWvOYuYE/sD5+AFIeY3v</latexit> XL
<latexit sha1_base64="QDQFg4UiuEDuj4gw3oysr /tDyAg=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLkCB4CrtR0JsBLx48RDQPSJYwO+lNhszOLjOzQgj5BC8eFPHq F3nzL/wEJ5scNLGgoajqprsrSATXxnW/nJXVtfWNzdxWfntnd2+/cHDY0HGqGNZZLGLVCqhGwSXWDTcCW4lCGg UCm8Hweuo3H1FpHssHM0rQj2hf8pAzaqx03+redgslt+xmIMvEm5PS1TdkqHULn51ezNIIpWGCat323MT4Y6o MZwIn+U6qMaFsSPvYtlTSCLU/zk6dkBOr9EgYK1vSkEz9PTGmkdajKLCdETUDvehNxf+8dmrCS3/MZZIalGy2 KEwFMTGZ/k16XCEzYmQJZYrbWwkbUEWZsenkbQje4svLpFEpe2flyt15qVqcpQE5OIYinIIHF1CFG6hBHRj04 Qle4NURzrPz5rzPWlec+cwR/IHz8QOWjY6u</latexit>
XR
<latexit sha1_base64="boaD4aGAm3PFHVvwNr0HQ QXt8oU=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLkCB4CrtR0JsBLx7jIw9IljA7mU2GzM4uM71CCPkELx4U8eoX efMv/AQnmxw0saChqOqmuytIpDDoul/Oyura+sZmbiu/vbO7t184OGyYONWM11ksY90KqOFSKF5HgZK3Es1pFE jeDIbXU7/5yLURsXrAUcL9iPaVCAWjaKX7VveuWyi5ZTcDWSbenJSuviFDrVv47PRilkZcIZPUmLbnJuiPqUb BJJ/kO6nhCWVD2udtSxWNuPHH2akTcmKVHgljbUshydTfE2MaGTOKAtsZURyYRW8q/ue1Uwwv/bFQSYpcsdmi MJUEYzL9m/SE5gzlyBLKtLC3EjagmjK06eRtCN7iy8ukUSl7Z+XK7XmpWpylATk4hiKcggcXUIUbqEEdGPThC V7g1ZHOs/PmvM9aV5z5zBH8gfPxA5+ljrQ=</latexit>
X
<latexit sha1_base64="PCgBUFrLGuaezqXXKtWpB IkColI=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLkCB4CrtR0JsBLx4TMA9IljA76SRjZmeXmVkhLPkCLx4U8eon efMv/AQnmxw0saChqOqmuyuIBdfGdb+ctfWNza3t3E5+d2//4LBwdNzUUaIYNlgkItUOqEbBJTYMNwLbsUIaBg Jbwfh25rceUWkeyXszidEP6VDyAWfUWKne7hVKbtnNQFaJtyClm2/IUOsVPrv9iCUhSsME1brjubHxU6oMZwK n+W6iMaZsTIfYsVTSELWfZodOyZlV+mQQKVvSkEz9PZHSUOtJGNjOkJqRXvZm4n9eJzGDaz/lMk4MSjZfNEgE MRGZfU36XCEzYmIJZYrbWwkbUUWZsdnkbQje8surpFkpexflSv2yVC3O04AcnEIRzsGDK6jCHdSgAQwQnuAFX p0H59l5c97nrWvOYuYE/sD5+AFIeY3v</latexit>
XL
<latexit sha1_base64=" QDQFg4UiuEDuj4gw3oysr/tDyAg=">AAAB6nicbVDL SgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLkCB4CrtR0JsBLx48RDQPSJYwO+l NhszOLjOzQgj5BC8eFPHqF3nzL/wEJ5scNLGgoajqpr srSATXxnW/nJXVtfWNzdxWfntnd2+/cHDY0HGqGNZZ LGLVCqhGwSXWDTcCW4lCGgUCm8Hweuo3H1FpHssHM0r Qj2hf8pAzaqx03+redgslt+xmIMvEm5PS1TdkqHULn5 1ezNIIpWGCat323MT4Y6oMZwIn+U6qMaFsSPvYtlTS CLU/zk6dkBOr9EgYK1vSkEz9PTGmkdajKLCdETUDveh Nxf+8dmrCS3/MZZIalGy2KEwFMTGZ/k16XCEzYmQJZ YrbWwkbUEWZsenkbQje4svLpFEpe2flyt15qVqcpQE5 OIYinIIHF1CFG6hBHRj04Qle4NURzrPz5rzPWlec+cw R/IHz8QOWjY6u</latexit>
XR
<latexit sha1_base64=" boaD4aGAm3PFHVvwNr0HQQXt8oU=">AAAB6nicbVDL SgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLkCB4CrtR0JsBLx7jIw9IljA7mU2 GzM4uM71CCPkELx4U8eoXefMv/AQnmxw0saChqOqmuy tIpDDoul/Oyura+sZmbiu/vbO7t184OGyYONWM11ks Y90KqOFSKF5HgZK3Es1pFEjeDIbXU7/5yLURsXrAUcL 9iPaVCAWjaKX7VveuWyi5ZTcDWSbenJSuviFDrVv47P RilkZcIZPUmLbnJuiPqUbBJJ/kO6nhCWVD2udtSxWN uPHH2akTcmKVHgljbUshydTfE2MaGTOKAtsZURyYRW8 q/ue1Uwwv/bFQSYpcsdmiMJUEYzL9m/SE5gzlyBLKt LC3EjagmjK06eRtCN7iy8ukUSl7Z+XK7XmpWpylATk4 hiKcggcXUIUbqEEdGPThCV7g1ZHOs/PmvM9aV5z5zBH 8gfPxA5+ljrQ=</latexit>
X
<latexit sha1_base64=" PCgBUFrLGuaezqXXKtWpBIkColI=">AAAB6HicbVDL SgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLkCB4CrtR0JsBLx4TMA9IljA76SR jZmeXmVkhLPkCLx4U8eonefMv/AQnmxw0saChqOqmuy uIBdfGdb+ctfWNza3t3E5+d2//4LBwdNzUUaIYNlgk ItUOqEbBJTYMNwLbsUIaBgJbwfh25rceUWkeyXszidE P6VDyAWfUWKne7hVKbtnNQFaJtyClm2/IUOsVPrv9iC UhSsME1brjubHxU6oMZwKn+W6iMaZsTIfYsVTSELWf ZodOyZlV+mQQKVvSkEz9PZHSUOtJGNjOkJqRXvZm4n9 eJzGDaz/lMk4MSjZfNEgEMRGZfU36XCEzYmIJZYrbW wkbUUWZsdnkbQje8surpFkpexflSv2yVC3O04AcnEIR zsGDK6jCHdSgAQwQnuAFXp0H59l5c97nrWvOYuYE/sD 5+AFIeY3v</latexit>
XL
<latexit sh a1_base64="QDQFg4UiuE Duj4gw3oysr/tDyAg=">AA AB6nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeM r6tHLkCB4CrtR0JsBLx48 RDQPSJYwO+lNhszOLjOzQg j5BC8eFPHqF3nzL/wEJ5s cNLGgoajqprsrSATXxnW/ nJXVtfWNzdxWfntnd2+/cH DY0HGqGNZZLGLVCqhGwSX WDTcCW4lCGgUCm8Hweuo3 H1FpHssHM0rQj2hf8pAzaq x03+redgslt+xmIMvEm5P S1TdkqHULn51ezNIIpWGC at323MT4Y6oMZwIn+U6qMa FsSPvYtlTSCLU/zk6dkBO r9EgYK1vSkEz9PTGmkdaj KLCdETUDvehNxf+8dmrCS 3/MZZIalGy2KEwFMTGZ/k1 6XCEzYmQJZYrbWwkbUEWZ senkbQje4svLpFEpe2fly t15qVqcpQE5OIYinIIHF1C FG6hBHRj04Qle4NURzrPz 5rzPWlec+cwR/IHz8QOWj Y6u</latexit>
XR
<latexit sha1_base64=" boaD4aGAm3PFHVvwNr0HQQXt8oU=">AAAB6nicbVDL SgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLkCB4CrtR0JsBLx7jIw9IljA7mU2 GzM4uM71CCPkELx4U8eoXefMv/AQnmxw0saChqOqmuy tIpDDoul/Oyura+sZmbiu/vbO7t184OGyYONWM11ks Y90KqOFSKF5HgZK3Es1pFEjeDIbXU7/5yLURsXrAUcL 9iPaVCAWjaKX7VveuWyi5ZTcDWSbenJSuviFDrVv47P RilkZcIZPUmLbnJuiPqUbBJJ/kO6nhCWVD2udtSxWN uPHH2akTcmKVHgljbUshydTfE2MaGTOKAtsZURyYRW8 q/ue1Uwwv/bFQSYpcsdmiMJUEYzL9m/SE5gzlyBLKt LC3EjagmjK06eRtCN7iy8ukUSl7Z+XK7XmpWpylATk4 hiKcggcXUIUbqEEdGPThCV7g1ZHOs/PmvM9aV5z5zBH 8gfPxA5+ljrQ=</latexit>
X




<latexit sha1_base64=" saJm77pmLfjdf6NGetB5pxq4QmQ=">AAAB6HicbVBN S8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69hBbBU0mqoDcLXjy2YD+gDWWznbR rN5u4uxFK6C/w4kERr/4kb/4Lf4LbtAdtfTDweG+GmX l+zJnSjvNl5dbWNza38tuFnd29/YPi4VFLRYmk2KQR j2THJwo5E9jUTHPsxBJJ6HNs++Obmd9+RKlYJO70JEY vJEPBAkaJNlLjoV8sOxUng71K3AUpX39Dhnq/+NkbRD QJUWjKiVJd14m1lxKpGeU4LfQShTGhYzLErqGChKi8 NDt0ap8aZWAHkTQltJ2pvydSEio1CX3TGRI9UsveTPz P6yY6uPJSJuJEo6DzRUHCbR3Zs6/tAZNINZ8YQqhk5 labjogkVJtsCiYEd/nlVdKqVtzzSrVxUa6V5mlAHk6g BGfgwiXU4Bbq0AQKCE/wAq/WvfVsvVnv89actZg5hj+ wPn4Abl2OCA==</latexit>
q
<latexit sha1_base64="saJm77pmLfjdf6NGetB5p xq4QmQ=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69hBbBU0mqoDcLXjy2YD+gDWWznbRrN5u4uxFK6C/w4kERr/4k b/4Lf4LbtAdtfTDweG+GmXl+zJnSjvNl5dbWNza38tuFnd29/YPi4VFLRYmk2KQRj2THJwo5E9jUTHPsxBJJ6H Ns++Obmd9+RKlYJO70JEYvJEPBAkaJNlLjoV8sOxUng71K3AUpX39Dhnq/+NkbRDQJUWjKiVJd14m1lxKpGeU 4LfQShTGhYzLErqGChKi8NDt0ap8aZWAHkTQltJ2pvydSEio1CX3TGRI9UsveTPzP6yY6uPJSJuJEo6DzRUHC bR3Zs6/tAZNINZ8YQqhk5labjogkVJtsCiYEd/nlVdKqVtzzSrVxUa6V5mlAHk6gBGfgwiXU4Bbq0AQKCE/wA q/WvfVsvVnv89actZg5hj+wPn4Abl2OCA==</latexit>
q
<latexit sha1_base64="saJm77pmLfjdf6NGetB5p xq4QmQ=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69hBbBU0mqoDcLXjy2YD+gDWWznbRrN5u4uxFK6C/w4kERr/4k b/4Lf4LbtAdtfTDweG+GmXl+zJnSjvNl5dbWNza38tuFnd29/YPi4VFLRYmk2KQRj2THJwo5E9jUTHPsxBJJ6H Ns++Obmd9+RKlYJO70JEYvJEPBAkaJNlLjoV8sOxUng71K3AUpX39Dhnq/+NkbRDQJUWjKiVJd14m1lxKpGeU 4LfQShTGhYzLErqGChKi8NDt0ap8aZWAHkTQltJ2pvydSEio1CX3TGRI9UsveTPzP6yY6uPJSJuJEo6DzRUHC bR3Zs6/tAZNINZ8YQqhk5labjogkVJtsCiYEd/nlVdKqVtzzSrVxUa6V5mlAHk6gBGfgwiXU4Bbq0AQKCE/wA q/WvfVsvVnv89actZg5hj+wPn4Abl2OCA==</latexit>
p
<latexit sha1_base64="LDk+fBbiOXlJiYkB+vLiM 3TpfJM=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLkCB4CrtR0JsBLx4TMA9IljA76SRjZmeXmVkhLPkCLx4U8eon efMv/AQnmxw0saChqOqmuyuIBdfGdb+ctfWNza3t3E5+d2//4LBwdNzUUaIYNlgkItUOqEbBJTYMNwLbsUIaBg Jbwfh25rceUWkeyXszidEP6VDyAWfUWKke9wolt+xmIKvEW5DSzTdkqPUKn91+xJIQpWGCat3x3Nj4KVWGM4H TfDfRGFM2pkPsWCppiNpPs0On5MwqfTKIlC1pSKb+nkhpqPUkDGxnSM1IL3sz8T+vk5jBtZ9yGScGJZsvGiSC mIjMviZ9rpAZMbGEMsXtrYSNqKLM2GzyNgRv+eVV0qyUvYtypX5ZqhbnaUAOTqEI5+DBFVThDmrQAAYIT/ACr 86D8+y8Oe/z1jVnMXMCf+B8/ABs2Y4H</latexit>
p
<latexit sha1_base64="LDk+fBbiOXlJiYkB+vLiM 3TpfJM=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLkCB4CrtR0JsBLx4TMA9IljA76SRjZmeXmVkhLPkCLx4U8eon efMv/AQnmxw0saChqOqmuyuIBdfGdb+ctfWNza3t3E5+d2//4LBwdNzUUaIYNlgkItUOqEbBJTYMNwLbsUIaBg Jbwfh25rceUWkeyXszidEP6VDyAWfUWKke9wolt+xmIKvEW5DSzTdkqPUKn91+xJIQpWGCat3x3Nj4KVWGM4H TfDfRGFM2pkPsWCppiNpPs0On5MwqfTKIlC1pSKb+nkhpqPUkDGxnSM1IL3sz8T+vk5jBtZ9yGScGJZsvGiSC mIjMviZ9rpAZMbGEMsXtrYSNqKLM2GzyNgRv+eVV0qyUvYtypX5ZqhbnaUAOTqEI5+DBFVThDmrQAAYIT/ACr 86D8+y8Oe/z1jVnMXMCf+B8/ABs2Y4H</latexit>∨
p











































Figure 8 Schematic idea of a branch of an accepting run of Aγ[B,X,f ] as witnessed by the
homomorphism of Figure 6, and how the decomposition is done in terms of the γ[B′, X ′, f ′]’s.
Arrows are labelled by the type of transitions according to the cases 1, 2, A, B1, B2, B3; double-
arrows stand for a succession of (non-alternating) transitions being applied.
1 |BL ∪ BR| > 1. This is the case in our example. In this case, using alternation the
automaton verifies that 2i ∈ (⋂B∈BL Aγ[B,XLB ,gB ] ∩⋂B∈BR Aγ[B,XRB ,gB ])(w). For example,
this is the first kind of transition in our example of Figure 8, both in the transitions a→ b
and c→ d.
2 |BL ∪ BR| = 1. In this case we have necessarily that either XL ∩ Z or XR ∩ Z is empty.
Further, BL ∪ BR = {B}. The automaton proceeds as follows: first it reads the loop
information updating the states (case A below) and then it either moves right or left to
the 2(i+ 1) or 2(i− 1) position updating the states in f (cases B1, B2), or it guesses that
there is a vertex that is mapped to vertex vi of Gw and produces a new decomposition
into bridges generating the alternation of smaller queries (B3). Here are the details:
A The automaton first reads Li to the right (i.e., the letter at position 2i in w) updating,
nondeterministically, the states of f according to the loop type; that is, we replace f with
f ′ for any f ′ : B → Q satisfying (f(e), f ′(e)) ∈ Li for every e ∈ B. Then, it goes back
left to the original position 2i.
B Then it performs one of the three following actions, non-deterministically chosen:
B1 It checks Z∩XR 6= ∅ and moves right to position 2(i+1). That is, it reads Li and then
ai+1 to the right to end up at position 2(i+ 1) of w. It now updates the states of f ′
according to the label ai+1; that is, it guesses some f ′′ where for every e ∈ B we have
f ′′(e) = q for some (+1, ai+1, q) in δ~
~
(f ′(e)). It finally verifies 2(i+1) ∈ Aγ[B,X,f ′′](w).
For example, this is one of the actions implicit in the arrow b→c of Figure 8.
B2 It checks Z ∩XL 6= ∅ and moves left to position 2(i− 1). That is, it reads ai and then
Li−1 to the left to end up in position 2(i− 1) of w. It now updates the states of f ′
accordingly; that is, it guesses some f ′′ where for every e ∈ B we have f ′′(e) = q for
some (−1, ai, q) in δ~
~
(f ′(e)). It finally verifies 2(i− 1) ∈ Aγ[B,X,f ′′](w).
B3 It guesses that there is a vertex v in the (XL ∪XR)-side of B that will be mapped
to position i. That is, it non-deterministically chooses some v ∈ XL ∪ XR and
verifies I(e) ∩ F (e) 6= ∅ for every edge e ∈ B[v]. Consider now the separator S =
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(B∪E[v])\B[v]. The automaton chooses, non-deterministically, a state assignment for
all new edges S \B. That is, it picks some assignment g : S → Q so that: g(e) = f(e)
for every e ∈ B; g(e) ∈ I(e) if η1(e) = v; and g(e) ∈ F (e) if η2(e) = v. Now, using
Lemma 5, S can be decomposed into a disjoint union of bridges S =
⋃
i∈I Bi so that
each bridge will cover an independent part of the remaining graph of γ[B,X, f ′]. Thus,
using alternation, the automaton finally verifies 2i ∈ (⋂i∈I Aγ[Bi,XBi ,gBi ])(w), where
XBi is the (X ∪ {v})-side of Bi, and gBi is g restricted to Bi (in Figure 8, this case
corresponds to transitions b→c and d→e). In particular, if I = ∅, the automaton
simply accepts the word (in Figure 8, transition e→f).
Figure 8 contains an example of how these cases interact in a run. Summing up, the automaton









possible γ[B′, X ′, f ′], plus one global final state F = {qf}. The initial set of states is
I = {qB,X,f0 }. For every possible BL, BR, if condition 1 holds, it uses alternation on states
qB
′,X′,f ′




A2 to perform the
transitions described in A (i.e., move to 2i + 1 with state qB,X,f
′
A1 for some f ′, and then
back to 2i with state qB,X,f
′




0 to move finally to position 2(i+ 1) or
2(i− 1) as in B1 or B2 with the updated f ′′; and states qB′,X′,f ′0 ’s to perform B3 if possible.
Whenever it accepts, it shifts to state qf , from which it moves to the rightmost position to
accept the word.
5.4 Correctness
For any subquery γ[B,X, f ] we prove, by induction on the size of γ[B,X, f ], that the
automaton Aγ[B,X,f ] satisfies (†). Suppose B separates X˜ and V \ X˜ in M , for X ⊆ X˜.
The base case is when |V \ X˜| = 1. Note that in this case, by construction, Aγ[B,X,f ]
works as a non-deterministic two-way automaton (that is, there is no alternation).
⇒) Suppose 2i ∈ Aγ[B,X,f ](w). An accepting run consists basically on a number of applic-
ations of: the pair of back-and-forth transitions described in A, plus a transition from B1
or B2, until by B3 the automaton accepts. Assuming the word w is correctly labeled (i.e.,
w ∈ Aloop), such a run induces a homomorphism from an expansion of γ[B,X, f ] (given by
the letters and loops read along) into Gw that maps every x ∈ X to vi. Notice that the last
step in the accepting run is a collapse of the vertex of V \ X˜ by condition B3 where I = ∅.
⇐) On the other hand, if there is an expansion of γ[B,X, f ] with a homomorphism mapping
every x ∈ X to vi, then the sole vertex of V \ X˜ is mapped either to the right or to the left
of i. In the former case the automaton can perform a number of A,B2 steps until reaching
the desired position and finishing with an application of A,B3 steps accepting, and in the
latter case it performs A,B1 a number of times and then accepting with A,B3. Observe that
all the loops can be “factored away” by using the information in the Li’s. Hence, if there is
such a homomorphism, the automaton has an accepting run from position 2i on w.
The inductive case is when |V \ X˜| > 1.
⇒) Suppose 2i ∈ Aγ[B,X,f ](w). If the first transition of the accepting run comes from 1, then
by the inductive hypothesis we obtain (vi, . . . , vi) ∈ γ[B,X, f ](Gw) using the following claim.
B Claim. If there are expansions of γ[B,XLB , gB] and γ[B,XRB , gB] with homomorphisms




B ∪ XRB to vi, then there is an expansion of
γ[B,X, g] mapping every vertex of X to vi. In fact, the desired homomorphism and expansion
is simply obtained as the union of the homomorphisms and expansions. This is because
Lemma 7 partitions the graph of γ[B,X, f ] using pairwise disjoint sets of bridges BL and BR.
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Otherwise, the accepting run of the automaton consists of a number of applications of steps
A,B1 or A,B2, followed by the application of steps A,B3 (this last one using alternation).
Again, since the alternation is performed on disjoint sets of bridges and graph connected
components by Lemma 5, once we have expansions and homomorphisms for these by inductive
hypothesis, we can build an expansion of γ[B,X, f ] using the information on the applications
of A,B1 or A,B2 that preceded this last B3 step.
⇐) If there is an expansion of γ[B,X, f ] with a homomorphism h mapping every x ∈ X
to vi, then the accepting run will depend on how the vertices are mapped to Gw. If the
(V \X)-side of B has vertices that map through h both to the left and to the right of vi
in Gw, then we follow 1 and we decompose into the conjunction of some γ[B′, X ′, f ′]’s as
directed by Lemma 7. Again, since the existence of h implies the existence of homomorphisms
from expansions of the simpler γ[B′, X ′, f ′]’s, it follows, by inductive hypothesis, that there
are accepting runs for each Aγ[B′,X′,f ′] starting in 2i, which in turns means that there is
an accepting run of Aγ[B,X,f ] starting in 2i. If, on the other hand, all vertices from the
(V \ X)-side of B are mapped through h to the right of vi (or all to the left) in Gw, we
follow the strategy to either go right (or left) by repeated applications of the transitions
A,B1 (or A,B2) until we arrive at some position 2(i+ `) (or 2(i− `)) to which some other
vertex is mapped, and by A,B3 we use alternation on some γ[B′, X ′, f ′] as directed by
Lemma 5. Similarly as before, the homomorphism h and expansion implies the existence of
homomorphisms from expansions of the γ[B′, X ′, f ′]’s from 2(i+ `), which in turns means
that there is an accepting run from 2i for Aγ[B,X,f ].
6 Lower bounds
The lower bounds of Theorem 1 are straightforward from known results. We give the proof
ideas here.
The PSpace-hardness of point 1 of Theorem 1 is a consequence of a straightforward
reduction from the containment problem for regular languages. Given two regular languages
L1, L2 over an alphabet A, given any two distinct symbols #,⊥ not in A, and given a graph
M ∈ C with some edge e between two vertices u1, u2, consider the Boolean queries γ1, γ2 ∈
CRPQ(C ) whose underlying graph is M over the alphabet A ∪˙{⊥,#}, where γi has the
language # · Li ·# at edge e and the language {⊥} at every other edge. It follows that γ1 is
contained in γ2 if and only if L1 ⊆ L2.
The ExpSpace-hardness of point 2 follows from a reduction from the following contain-
ment problem restricted to two-vertex Boolean CRPQ, which is ExpSpace-hard.
I Lemma 8. The problem of deciding, given a Boolean CRPQ γ1 with two vertices and one
edge and another Boolean CRPQ γ2 with two vertices and arbitrarily many edges in the same
direction, whether γ1 is contained in γ2, is ExpSpace-hard.
We show this lemma by an easy adaptation of the proofs of [7, Theorem 6] and [5, Lemma 14].
Proof. We reduce from the following 2n-tiling problem, which is ExpSpace-complete (see,
e.g., [10, Theorem 6.1]). An input instance consists of a number n ∈ N written in unary, a
finite set ∆ of tiles, two relations H,V ⊆ ∆×∆ specifying constraints on how tiles should be
placed horizontally and vertically, and the starting and final tiles tS , tF ∈ ∆. A solution to
the input instance is a “consistent” assignment of tiles to a finite rectangle having 2n columns.
Concretely, a solution is a function f : {1, . . . , 2n} × {1, . . . , k} → ∆, for some k ∈ N, such
that f(1, 1) = tS , f(2n, k) = tF , and f((i, j), f(i + 1, j)) ∈ H and f((i, j), f(i, j + 1)) ∈ V
for every i, j in range. We now show the following.
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B Claim 9. For every 2n-tiling problem T there are Boolean CRPQ γ1, γ2, computable in
polynomial time from T , such that γ1 ⊆ γ2 if, and only if, T has no solution. Further, γ1 is
of the form ∃x, y x L−→ y and γ2 is of the form ∃x, y
∧
0≤i≤n(x
Li−→ y), where each Li is given
as a regular expression.
For any tiling instance as above, we show how to define the two CRPQ over the alphabet
A := ∆ ∪ {0, 1,#} so that containment fails if and only if there is a solution to T . We will
encode a solution of a tiling as a word of #((0 + 1)n ·∆)∗#, where the rectangle of tiles
is read left-to-right and top-to-bottom, and each block (i.e., each element of (0 + 1)n ∆)
represents the column number (in binary) and the tile. The symbols # at the beginning and
end of the word are used for technical reasons.
For enforcing this encoding, we define regular languages E, FC , FH and Gi for each i ≤ n
over A.
The language E gives the general shape of the encoding of solutions,
E = # 0n tS ((0 + 1)n∆)∗ 1n tF #,
in particular it enforces that it starts and ends with the correct tiles. The language FC
detects adjacent blocks with an error in the column number bit, which can be easily defined
with a polynomial size NFA (e.g., if n = 3 in particular FC contains every word having
“001 t 011”, “0000” or “t t′” as factor, for t, t′ ∈ ∆). The language FH checks that there are





where 0n = (0 + 1)n \ {0n}. Finally, G0, . . . , Gn are used to check that there are two blocks
at distance 2n which do not respect the vertical adjacency relation V ; in other words, there
is a factor of the word whose first and last blocks have the same column number, it contains
not more than one block with column number 1n (otherwise we would be skipping a row),
and its first and last tiles are not V -related. First, G0 checks that the first and last blocks of
the factor we are interested in do not conform to V , and furthermore that there is exactly




(0 + 1)n t1 (1n ∆)∗ 1n (∆ 1n)∗ t2,
where 1n = (0 + 1)n \ {1n}. For each b ∈ {0, 1} and i ∈ {1, . . . , n} we define Gbi to check that
the i-th bit of the address of both the first and last tile is set to b,
Gbi = (0 + 1)i−1 b (0 + 1)n−i ∆
(
(0 + 1)n ∆
)∗ (0 + 1)i−1 b (0 + 1)n−i ∆,
and we define Gi as G0i + G1i . For each one of these languages one can produce a regular
expression recognizing the language in polynomial time. Finally, the Boolean CRPQ are





Observe that γ1 ⊆ γ2 iff every word of E contains an error in the encoding (i.e., it
contains a word from FC as factor), or it contains a pair of horizontally adjacent tiles which
do not respect the horizontal constraints (i.e., it contains a word from FH as factor) or,
otherwise, it contains a pair of vertically adjacent tiles which do not respect the vertical
constraints (i.e., it contains a word from
⋂
0≤i≤nGi as factor). Thus, γ1 ⊆ γ2 if, and only if,
T has no solution. J
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Now, in view of Lemma 8, suppose γ1 reads language L ⊆ A∗ at its only edge, and γ2
has ` edges with languages L1, . . . , L` ⊆ A∗. By the characterization of Lemma 3, it follows
that for every k, C contains a graph M with a minor from Ek. Hence, there is some graph
M ∈ C and two sets of vertices V1, V2 therein so that M |V1 and M |V2 are connected and M
has ` distinct edges e1, . . . , e` with source in V1 and target in V2. Consider the following two
Boolean CRPQ(C ) γ′1, γ′2 having M as underlying graph over the alphabet A ∪˙{⊥}, where
⊥ is some symbol not in A. First, γ′1 is defined as follows: every edge in M |V1 or M |V2 is
labelled with {ε}; every edge ei is labelled with L; and every other edge is labelled with {⊥}.
Second, γ′2 is defined as follows: every edge in M |V1 or M |V2 is labelled with {ε}; every edge
ei is labelled with Li; and every other edge is labelled with (A ∪ {⊥})∗. It is not hard to
see that γ′1 ⊆ γ′2 if and only if γ1 ⊆ γ2. See Figure 9 for an example. It then follows that
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Figure 9 Reduction from two vertices Boolean CRPQ containment (left) to Boolean CRPQ(C )
containment (right).
7 Final remarks
Observe that the following graph measures are all lower bounds for bridgewidth: maximum
vertex degree, maximum number of pairwise edge-independent paths between two vertices
(and hence also the size of a minimum cut set by Menger’s theorem), and the graph’s
treewidth.4 In particular, bounded bridgewidth implies bounded treewidth, and thus classes
of UC2RPQ of bounded bridgewidth can be evaluated in polynomial time. Classes of UC2RPQ
of bounded bridgewidth are somewhat more robust than those of bounded treewidth, in
the sense that both the evaluation and containment problems are “efficient”. This is what
happens for classes of Conjunctive Queries of bounded treewidth, where both these problems
– which in this case are essentially the same – are polynomial-time computable [13, 12]. On
the other hand, bounded treewidth does not imply bounded bridgewidth (take for instance⋃
i Ei). As for treewidth [3], the problem of whether a graph has bridgewidth k (where
both the graph and k are input) is NP-complete, by a simple reduction from the max-cut
problem (see, e.g., [1]).
What about boundedness? We conjecture that an adaptation of the bridgewidth measure
may also yield a similar result for the boundedness problem for UCRPQ (note: no 2-wayness).
More concretely, let the scc-minor of a graph M be the result of contracting all edges
belonging to the same strongly connected component (scc). Note that the resulting graph
is a directed acyclic graph (possibly with self-loops). The scc-bridgewidth of M is the
bridgewidth of the scc-minor of M .
4 For treewidth, the root of the tree decomposition is a bag containing a vertex whose set of incident
edges is a bridge (it exists due to Lemma 6), together with all its neighbors. We then apply iteratively
Lemma 4 to decompose the remaining graph into subtrees.
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I Conjecture. For every class C of graphs,
1. if C has bounded scc-bridgewidth, the UCRPQ(C )-boundedness problem is in PSpace;
2. if C has unbounded scc-bridgewidth, the UCRPQ(C )-boundedness problem is ExpSpace-
complete.
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